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Abstract

SALINGER AND THE PHASES OF WAR
By Elizabeth Downing Johnson, BA English
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2011
Major Director: Dr. A.B. Mangum, Professor of English, College of Humanities and Sciences
A study of J.D. Salinger‘s war fiction, from the earlier, uncollected works to two of his most
famous short stories. There is a cycle of phases present in the body of Salinger‘s war fiction that
is informed by the author‘s own experiences in World War II, and is clearly demonstrated in the
progression of his war fiction. The stories show a progression from a post World War I
complacency, into fear and apprehension about war, into a horror phase about the war, into
devastating post-war trauma, and finally back into a similar post-war complacency similar to the
one found in the earlier stories.
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Salinger and the Phases of War
In a 1991 article by William F. Purcell called ―World War II and the Early Fiction of J.D.
Salinger,‖ To date, Purcell is the only scholar who has examined, as its own collection,
Salinger‘s early war fiction, saying that ―in these stories we can see most clearly the crucial role
that the war played in defining the spiritual and moral crises of the early heroes, and the
implications that it has for the later ones‖ (Purcell 77). That statement is most certainly,
irrevocably, true. However, Purcell goes on to say that ―in Salinger‘s stories the war is more an
unavoidable circumstance. It functions as a catalyst which intrudes into the character‘s private
world and forces him to consider those things about life that he values most‖ (Purcell 79). This
assessment seriously undercuts the importance of war in both Salinger‘s early war fiction, as
well as in what Gwynn and Blotner call his ―High Point‖ in ―For Esmé – With Love and
Squalor‖ (Gwynn and Blotner 4) and his ―Classic Period‖ (Gwynn and Blotner 19) story ―A
Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖ Purcell calls war an ―unavoidable circumstance‖ (Purcell 79),
something the characters simply endure in order to reach their true feelings about love, family,
and relationships, but in Salinger‘s fiction, war is much more than this. War becomes an
important subject in Salinger‘s fiction–so important that he makes a study of the varied responses
of individuals to war–to the anticipation one feels prior to war, the horror of war itself, and to the
trauma that lies post-war. In his war studies, Salinger depicts various discernable patterns of
behavior that people exhibit in the face of war in its reality and aftermath. He places his
characters in contact with one or more of the phases of war–pre-war, war itself, and post-war–
and shows how the various phases affect the individual. 1 In dividing Salinger‘s war stories into
groupings determined by the particular phase or phases of war confronting the characters in the
stories, the reader can gain insight into Salinger‘s knowledge–based as it is on his own
1
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experiences–about the complex and sometimes paradoxical reactions men can have to war. For
the Salinger student, this offers a new perspective on Salinger scholarship that has, until now,
been neglected.
Much Salinger criticism, especially criticism dealing with his more famous stories, starts
typically with his later work and moves backward, rarely making it as far back as the earlier war
stories. In an examination of Seymour Glass, for example, scholars start with examinations of
―Seymour – An Introduction‖ and ―Hapworth 16, 1924‖ for insight into Seymour‘s character and
his actions. In scholarly pieces on ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor,‖ critics often start with
examinations of things in Salinger‘s fiction like the innocence of children or the banality of
―phonies,‖ leaning heavily on The Catcher in the Rye and Holden‘s disdain for them. As for the
uncollected earlier fiction, one is hard-pressed to find any substantial criticism. Thus far, no
published scholars have taken a critical approach to Salinger‘s work focusing on the war fiction
chronologically, inclusive of his two collected war stories, ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ and
―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor,‖ while examining the cycles of war presented as a common
thread throughout his war fiction. Purcell would argue that war and its stages is a subject at the
forefront of the work, but that it is merely a backdrop to the characters‘ more emotional pursuits.
In a sense, the war functions only to highlight family, love, and contentment that war lacks.
(Purcell 79). As stated previously, war is certainly at the forefront of the war stories and each
story represents one or more of the stages of war found in Salinger‘s war fiction as a whole.
Each story fits into one or more of the following phases that Salinger clearly develops in his war
fiction: pre-war anticipation, which is characterized by fear, apprehension, and dread; wartime
itself, characterized by the horror of war and the mental and physical anguish experienced in
battle; or post-war recovery, characterized by shock, trauma, numbness, or complacency.

Certain stories deal with more than one phase, while the same character will experience different
phases in different stories, like Babe Gladwaller. Babe experiences pre-war, wartime, and postwar phases in different stories. Sergeant X from ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor,‖
experiences all the phases within a single story. This study will look at each war story
individually, bringing into high relief the phases of war represented in each, showing the pattern
Salinger establishes, as well as the role of war in each story.
The following stories illustrate Salinger‘s different phases of war: ―The Hang of It‖ (12
July 1941), ―Personal Notes of an Infantryman‖ (12 December 1941), ―Soft Boiled Sergeant‖
(15 April 1944), ―Last Day of the Last Furlough‖ (15 July 1944) , ―Once a Week Won‘t Kill
You‖ (November/December 1944), ―A Boy in France‖ (31 March 1945), ―This Sandwich Has
No Mayonnaise‖ (October 1945), ―The Stranger‖ (1 December 1945), ―A Young Girl in 1941
With No Waist at All‖ (May 1947), ― A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ (31 January 1948) ―A Girl I
Knew‖ (February 1948), ―Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut‖ (20 March 1948), and ―For Esmé –
With Love and Squalor‖ (8 April 1950).2 Each of these stories will be placed into Salinger‘s war
cycle, but ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ and ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor‖ will receive
special attention and double billing as the two stories in which the biggest turns are made. In
other words, where the most significant actions fueled by war occur. Analysis and examination
of past criticism play an important role in helping one place these two stories into Salinger‘s war
cycle. Since past criticism does not exist for many of the earlier uncollected war stories, their
place in Salinger‘s war cycle will be determined by analysis of these texts only. In order to
foreground many of the real-life moments of the war that Salinger alludes to in his war fiction, a
large section of this study will be dedicated to Salinger‘s own war experience.

2
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Biographical Details
Looking at biographical information regarding Salinger‘s experiences in WWII, as well
as historical information regarding some of the high-profile battles and exercises in which he
took part, one can establish background and context as to certain periods and details of the war
that appear in the different stories. Salinger‘s three main biographers, Ian Hamilton, Paul
Alexander, and (most recently) Kenneth Slawenski, all discuss Salinger‘s experience during
World War II. Slawenski‘s biography, published in 2010, provides the most detail about
Salinger‘s war experience. Slawenski puts Salinger‘s war experiences in conversation with the
stories he was writing at the time, creating a helpful overview that makes understanding the
progression of the war narrative much easier than any previous work of biography or criticism.
Using his text, both other biographies, and several historical texts, it is possible to analyze and
understand the events of the war itself as Salinger experienced them, providing historical context
for Salinger‘s war fiction and showing the different phases that exist within his war stories.
Salinger had a long history with World War II, and by looking at that journey, the reader can
better understand important details about the war Salinger includes in his fiction.
Insight into the devastation of war began early for Salinger. One event that both
Hamilton and Slawensky discuss is a dress-rehearsal exercise that occurred on 28 April 1944 in
Slapton Sands in Devon, England called Operation Tiger (Hamilton 82; Slawenski 84).
Hamilton proclaims in his book In Search of J.D. Salinger that he ―found no evidence that he
(Salinger) had any close-up involvement with it‖ (Hamilton 82). In his book Exercise Tiger,
Lewis describes all of the pre-invasion exercises, all named after different animals – Fox, Beaver
and, finally, Tiger. He says, ―Tiger was to be the most realistic of the D Day exercises thus far, a
full-scale dress rehearsal for the Utah landing‖ (Lewis 43). Slawenski proclaims that Salinger

was indeed involved with this fateful exercise. Slawenski says, ―Salinger found himself crowded
aboard a naval convoy in Lyme Bay, awaiting his turn to practice storming the beach‖
(Slawenski 84). Lewis says ―live ammunition would be used, the men firing over one another‘s
heads‖ (Lewis 43). German E boats attacked and 749 lives were lost, as described in two
different articles from the Telegraph, London (Reynolds 1; Fenton 1). To make things worse,
Salinger, as part of Counter Intelligence, had the unpleasant task of discouraging any
conversation about the botched exercise between the hospital workers and the wounded men
(Slawenski 85). Even Hamilton states that if Salinger was not involved in the exercise, he
certainly knew about it (Hamilton 82). This horrible event would crop up in at least one of
Salinger‘s war stories – ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish,‖ which will be examined later in this
study.
Operation Tiger took place as training for the actual D-Day Landings. The true horror of
war was still to come for Salinger. At the end of May, 1944, he was appointed to the 4th Counter
Intelligence Detachment inside of the 12th Regiment of the 4th Infantry Division (Slawenski 91).
He sat in a troopship waiting to depart for Normandy. On June fifth the troops were given steak
dinners and the ship headed for the coast of France. On 6 June 1944, J. D. Salinger and thirty
other men boarded a landing craft to the beach. That landing craft ended up 2000 yards away
from the most concentrated combat, and the thirty traveled a causeway to connect with the 12 th.
The 12th was held up because the Germans had flooded the other causeway – and those men
spent a terrifying night in a hedge in enemy territory, afraid to speak, not sure if they would be
shot or blown up at any moment (Slawenski 92). This uncertainly and fear is certainly reflected
in stories like ―A Boy in France‖ and ―The Magic Foxhole.‖ 3
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Salinger and the 4th had a mission to fight into Cherbourg after a night‘s stop around St.
Martin-de-Varreville (Ruppenthal 53). By 25 June, Salinger and his fellow soldiers walked into
Cherbourg. This was an in-town battle, fought in the streets and under threat from German
snipers (Slawenski 95). The events that occurred on the 6th and the 25th are fuzzy in terms of
Salinger biography, but one can assume they involved sleeping in foxholes, fearing for their
lives, and living what had to have been a nightmarish existence. Salinger actually managed to
get some correspondence to Whit Burnett from the field, but his mind was on the war and his
body was in jeopardy. Alexander describes the letter in Salinger: A Biography:
For the better part of the month, Salinger had been in a war zone where, as he
witnessed mass death and destruction, he knew he, too, could be killed at any
moment. As a result, the lighthearted, jovial tone he had affected in many of his
past letters was gone, replaced by a solemnity usually foreign to Salinger. In fact,
in his letter, Salinger told Burnett that he simply could not describe the events of
the past three or four weeks. What he had witnessed was too horrendous to put
into words. (96)
Salinger will ―put into words‖ certain aspects of wartime horror in the stories that fall into the
horror cycle of his war fiction. The wartime descriptions found in the horror phase of Salinger‘s
war fiction will give the reader insight into what Salinger suffered in the war at D-Day,
Operation Tiger, Cherbourg, Huertgen Forest, and in the liberation of the Dachau subcamps.
Salinger‘s war experience provided fertile ground for his fiction.
Salinger‘s job was to interrogate civilians and prisoners of war and to figure out how to
use the information he got from them. Also, he was supposed to cut off any communications so
that the enemy could not warn the next town that the soldiers were coming (Hamilton 85). By

July 1, the remaining troops (1130 out of 3080) got a three day rest and were allowed to bathe, to
change clothes and to eat a full meal (Slawenski 93). Three days later, they were back at handto-hand combat, fighting into Saint-Lo from one overgrown field to another (Slawenski 96). By
July 18th they had taken Saint Lo, and moved through Villedieu-les-Pieles, Brecy, and Martain
before they ran into a German panzer division, a conflict that would be known as ―Bloody
Martain‖ (Slawenski 96-99). At noon on 25 August 1944, General Dietrich von Cholotitz of
Hitler‘s army, known for his ability to destroy cities, defied Hitler‘s wishes to leave Paris in
rubble. Von Cholotitz surrendered Paris with 17,000 German soldiers still in residence (Langlois
34; Slawenski 99). Salinger and his Counter-Intelligence partner John Keenan were ordered to
find Nazi collaborators. At one point they captured one, but an angry French mob pulled the
prisoner away from Salinger and Keenan and beat him to death right there on the street
(Slawenski 100).
The Germans, though they had lost Paris, were not ready to give up, and their plan was to
leverage their carefully-constructed Huertgen Forest. The forest was called Hertgenwald by the
Germans. MacDonald, in a book called The Battle of Huertgen Forest, the location was ―a
special, grim way of fighting a war‖ (MacDonald 3). Like a forest from a fairy story, Huertgen
Forest had dense foliage, rolling fog, and a deeply carpeted floor with twigs and branches
(MacDonald 5). On the outside, it was beautiful. On the inside, it was deadly. Protected by
something called the Siegfried Line (MacDonald 6), the forest contained boobytraps, including
―Bouncing Bettys,‖ camouflaged land mines that were attached to the trees (Slawenski 107). All
a soldier had to do was bump a twig and an entire section of the forest would detonate. The
German plan was to breach the dams to the Roer River, which flowed through the forest
(MacDonald 28). With the path of the 1st Army flooded, the Germans would concentrate all their

firepower on the 3rd Army, which came next. On 14 September 1944, Salinger and the rest of
the men in the 12th entered Huertgen Forest by way of the mountains – something the Germans
did not expect (Slawenski 104). They were ordered to take control of the major highway and to
clear the forest of traps so that it was safe for other troops. The forest seemed deserted, and this
seemed easy. They dug in and slept for the night. When they woke up the next morning, they
realized that things were not what they had seemed. They were bombarded from every side by
the Germans (Slawenski 109). It did not take long for the Germans to realize that the Allied
troops had entered the forest, and they snuck in overnight (Astor 144). On 25 September 1944,
the 12th and the 22nd awoke to find they were surrounded by the enemy. Needless to say, the
U.S. Troops lost control of the highway, though during the day, regardless of enemy fire, they
continued to try to clear the forest of landmines. After they would go under cover for the night,
the German soldiers would sneak back out and put the landmines back in place; this went on for
over a month (Slawenski 110).
On 2 November 1944, the 28th Infantry Division (Pennsylvania National Guard) was
ordered to go into the valley and take the towns in charge of the forest (MacDonald 181).
Unwisely, they split into two groups. While the group saw no opposition going into the towns,
they were quickly surrounded by German fire. This went on for two weeks until Allied
command sent in tanks to relieve the 28th, but the tanks simply tumbled into the gorge,
unsupported by the crumbling, tree-strewn roads (Slawenski 111). When the tanks failed, the
12th was called. By 6 November 1944, they had made their way to the wounded. Instead of
collecting what was left of the 28th and escaping, they were ordered (as the 28th had been
previously) to split into two groups and try to gain the upper hand. They protested, but followed
orders. Of the men of the 12th who went in to save the 28th, 500 were lost. 11 November 1944

saw the 12th detached from the 28th, and by 13 November 1944 there were fewer than a dozen of
the 28th left alive (Slawenski 111).
With the 28th completely incapacitated, the responsibility of clearing Huertgen Forest fell
to the 4th Infantry Division. Even though the 12th had taken a beating, Salinger and the rest of his
fellow soldiers stayed in the forest to fight and continue to try to take the forest. They learned,
when shelled, to get as low to the ground as possible. They learned that hugging a tree and
covering your foxhole with as many twigs as possible would help avoid attack from above and
falling debris. They were unable to change clothes. They were cold. They were wet. They had
requested overcoats, blankets, and overshoes, because the Army boots sucked up water and mud
like sponges (MacDonald 139). They finally received blankets, long underwear, and greatcoats,
but the greatcoats were highly absorbent and most of the men avoided using them. Luckily for
Salinger, his mother had gotten into the habit of sending hand-knitted socks every week, so
Salinger was able to change out his socks and to avoid frostbite and trench foot (Slawensky 113).
All in all, the Huertgen exercise resulted in ―24,000 dead, captured or missing GIs with an
additional 9,000 disabled by frozen or wet feet, respiratory ailments, and other nonbattle
injuries‖ (Astor 356). This is what would be considered a victory.
On 5 December 1944 the 12th received word that they were finally leaving Huertgen. Of
the 3080 that went in, 563 survived. On 8 December 1944, Salinger and his fellow soldiers
arrived in Luxembourg. They were able to shower, change into dry, clean clothes, eat a decent
meal, and sleep in a real bed rather than in a hole in the ground. This luxury lasted for all of
eight days before the Germans attacked the isolated unit. With no warning and no preparation,
the 12th again suffered losses. This began the Battle of the Bulge. From 16 December to 27
December, nobody in the states heard from J.D. Salinger. On 27 December, his mother finally

received a letter that was likely written prior to 16 December 1944 (Hamilton 89). Hamilton
accounts for the first three months of 1945, saying ―the 12 th pushed forward into Germany,
crossing the Rhine at Worms on March 30: ‗towns and cities fell rapidly‘ as they advanced, and
with each victory the CIC agents would round up the local Nazi bigwigs, seal party buildings,
and checkout suspicious Germans…‖ (Hamilton, 89). Salinger would address a town to tell
them what the troops were doing there and how the townspeople would be expected to cooperate.
He would interrogate townspeople, sometimes even going so far as to knock on their door and
take them to an interrogation center (Slawenski 126). The idea was to find and isolate Nazi
sympathizers. Little did he know, the worst part of the war was still to come. Through his work
in the Counter Intelligence Corps, Salinger was involved in the liberation of six subcamps of
Dachau. Slawenski says that the experience had a lasting impact on Salinger:
In Bavaria, Salinger‘s fragile ties to normalcy were strained to the point of
rending, while at the same time his pockets burned with pages of The Catcher in
the Rye, with their scenes of children ice skating and little girls in soft blue
dresses. During that chilly April of 1945, J. D. Salinger was changed forever, a
witness not only to the carnage of innocents but to the mutilation of everything he
cherished and had clung to for sanity. It was a nightmare that, once entered,
created an indelible pain. ‗You could live a lifetime,‘ he mourned, ‗ and never
really get the smell of burning flesh out of your nose.‘ (133)

Salinger was so severely despondent that in July he checked himself into an Army
hospital in Nuremburg (Hamilton 89). He talked to some doctors, who asked about his sex life,
his childhood, and whether he liked the Army. In the long run, it was Salinger‘s own
―abracadabra‖ (Slawenski 137) that brought him back – the act of writing. But as we know from

Salinger‘s stories, the war and the concentration camps took their toll. While it is important to
separate the author and his own experiences from the text to avoid the assumption that the
characters in Salinger‘s war fiction experiences mirror his own, this historical background
provides some context for certain pieces of each of the war stories that will be discussed in this
study.
Salinger‘s treatment of war in his fiction from 1940 to 1947 shows the cycles of war and
the different effects it can have on a person, starting with a post-WWI complacency in ―The
Hang of It‖ and ―Personal Notes of an Infantryman,‖ moving into pre-war anticipation in ―Soft
Boiled Sergeant,‖ ―Once a Week Won‘t Kill You,‖ ―A Girl in 1941 With No Waist at All,‖ and
―Last Day of the Last Furlough,‖ and giving way to a full-on account of the horror of war in ―A
Boy in France,‖ ―The Magic Foxhole,‖ and ―This Sandwich Has No Mayonnaise.‖ The cycle
continues with the post-war stories, ―The Stranger,‖ ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish,‖ ―A Girl I
Knew,‖ and ―Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut.‖ Finally, the cycle moves full-circle back into postwar complacency at the beginning (and chronologically the end) of ―For Esmé – With Love and
Squalor,‖ a story that touches on each of Salinger‘s stages of war. Before a full, deeper analysis
of ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ and ―For Esme – With Love and Squalor‖ can be undertaken
in confidence, the reader must examine the earlier stories to see the pattern as it begins in
Salinger‘s fiction.

Post-War Complacency – Post-WWI, Pre-WWII
This phase of Salinger‘s war fiction is characterized by its handling of a military setting,
but lack of the frightening, looming inevitability of war. War is inevitable, though the fear and
apprehension found in the pre-war apprehension stage that follows Salinger‘s involvement in
WWII is not present in the two stories, ―The Hang of It‖ and ―Personal Notes of an
Infantryman.‖ Both of these stories were published in Collier’s, have a surprise ending, and deal
with the military and war in a complacent manner. That is not to say that this post-war
complacency is a happy state for Salinger‘s characters. In fact, there are many clues that the
characters in these two stories are not as lighthearted as they seem. This phase, post-World War
I and just prior to World War II, is short-lived in Salinger‘s work, but serves as a starting point
for the different phases of war. There is a contrast between the treatment of war in these two
stories and the three stories that fall within the next phase, which is the pre-war anticipation
stage. In these first two stories, the phase serves to introduce the reader to the idea of war and to
give the reader a snapshot of life in America before WWII. Most of the young GIs‘ fathers were
part of the First World War and the second war was a coming possibility, but the dangers and
potential threats were not as real.
The first of the uncollected war stories, ―The Hang of It,‖ was published in Collier’s
Magazine on 12 July 1941 (Alexander 67). It tells the story of a soldier who is trying to get the
―hang of it‖ in basic training. It is a quirky tale without a lot of emotion, told from the point of
view of a World War I veteran watching his son go through the motions of basic training. The
older soldier talks about a soldier named Bobby Pettit that he knew in the first war. Pettit, like
the young man the narrator is observing, has a hard time ―getting the hang of it.‖ The reader
discovers at the end of the story that the awkward man from the first war is actually the narrator.

The twist ending made it a perfect fit for Collier’s, a ―slick‖ magazine, and while it related to the
military and was published in perfect time for the upcoming involvement in the war, it lacked the
deeper commentary about the war that Salinger explored with his later pieces of fiction. What it
does show is a sort of cycle-of-life normalcy – the older Pettit wants his son to get ―the hang of
it,‖ as military service is something that he mastered (and survived) and the war is treated as (and
Purcell would agree) a side note to the bigger statement about normalcy in a post-war society and
the anticipation of greatness that the elder Pettit achieved. Both Pettits like the Army – the 1917
Pettit says ―Wait‘ll I get the hang of it…You‘ll see. No kidding. Boy. I like the Army.
Someday I‘ll be a colonel or something. No kidding‖ (Salinger ―The Hang of It‖ 1) while the
young soldier‘s mother says about her son, ―Not that Harry‘s complained. He likes the Army,
only he can‘t seem to please this terrible first sergeant. Just because he hasn‘t got the hang of it
yet‖ (Salinger ―The Hang of It‖ 1). The parallels between the two soldiers offer a hint at the
surprise ending, and who an equal willingness in both generations of Pettits to get ―the hang of
it.‖ Another interpretation of the story is that Salinger presents the elder Pettit‘s character
ironically – that what actually concerns him is the upcoming conflict and that he fears for his
son‘s life in the army – not actually for his success. This reading can exist only because the
reader knows when the story was written; right before World War II – and that the later war
stories have much more to say about the influence and the effect that war can have on an
individual. Either reading supports the story‘s placement in the post-war complacency phase of
war, but the latter hints at the coming phase of pre-war anticipation.
Another story that is part of the post-war complacency cycle of Salinger‘s war fiction is
―Personal Notes of an Infantryman.‖ Though published in Collier’s on 12 December 1942
(Alexander 83), just five days after the attack on Pearl Harbor, it was obviously written prior to

the attack and its formula is similar to ―The Hang of It‖ in that it takes place in the military,
though not directly in the thick of wartime, and it also has a surprise ending. The story is about
an older solider trying to get back into the military so that he can go into combat. The timing of
the publication of this story could have been calculated – and might have resonated with some of
the readers of Collier’s, inspiring a spark of patriotism when the country most needed it. Likely,
―Infantryman‖ and ―The Hang of It‖ were written formulaically to appeal to a commercial
audience. Slawenski says, ―‗Infantryman‘ was deployed by Salinger only as literary filler, to
plug the gap between his period of literary inaction and the completion of more discerning
works. It was certainly not a story that Salinger bragged about‖ (Slawenski 56). ―Personal
Notes of an Infantryman,‖ despite its surprise ending, follows ―The Hang of It‖ in treating
military service like something normal, that anybody would do, and the continued theme of
family and duty are present. Neither story has begun to hint at the horror that lies ahead, nor
does either story hint at the themes of despair and dissatisfaction that later stories like ―A Boy in
France‖ and ―The Magic Foxhole‖ will show. However, Alexander presents a reading of the
story that hints at greater emotion, but that it is still missing the phase of Salinger‘s war fiction
that speaks to the apprehension and fear one might feel. He says:
Despite the subject matter of the story, despite the fact that the story‘s main
through line concerns a father driven by the rage he suffers over his gravely
injured son, the story still has a feel of innocence to it. The narrator has a ‗thrill‘
when his father says he wants to see action, since the son admires his father‘s
desire for revenge. Both father and son feel the kind of blind emotional glee
experienced by any patriot. The father‘s proposed act of aggression is deemed
worthy of praise and valor; no consideration is given to the possibility that the

father himself might be killed or wounded or emotionally disturbed as a result of
going to war. Instead, in ‗Personal Notes on (sic) an Infantryman,‘ the characters
celebrate the glory of the military and battle. (Alexander 24-25)
Alexander‘s suggestion is that the story embodies not only pure patriotism, but also rage that his
son was injured in the war. Alexander sees the father‘s attempt to get into the infantry as an act
of revenge, which would place this story still firmly in the post-war complacency cycle, but
equally in the pre-war anticipation cycle that comes next in Salinger‘s war fiction.

Pre-War Anticipation
While both of the previously discussed stories, ―The Hang of It‖ and ―Personal Notes of
an Infantryman,‖ deal with pre-war scenarios, they do not fully characterize the pre-war
anticipation phase that came after them. They hint at it and they dip into it, as seen in ―Personal
Notes of an Infantryman,‖ but the following stories, ―Soft Boiled Sergeant,‖ ―Once a Week
Won‘t Kill You,‖ and ―Last Day of the Last Furlough‖ fully embody the characteristics of
Salinger‘s pre-war anticipation phase. These characteristics are fear, apprehension, and disgust
at the state of war.
Published in the Saturday Evening Post on 15 April 1944 (Alexander 92), ―Soft-Boiled
Sergeant‖ has a much more authentic feel to it. Originally titled ―Death of a Dogface,‖ ―Soft
Boiled Sergeant‖ tells the story of a sixteen-year-old soldier who, crying in his bunk, is
befriended by an older Staff Sergeant. Slawenski says ―the story makes it clear that Salinger was
developing a growing sense of solidarity with his fellow soldiers‖ (60). By the time the story
was published, Salinger was already in Europe. The publication date of ―Soft Boiled Sergeant‖
is thirteen days before the ill-fated ―Operation Tiger.‖ Salinger was already gearing up for the
most hellish time in his life. ―Soft Boiled Sergeant‖ is the first of Salinger‘s war stories to allude
to death and the horror that war brings, in the description of Staff Sergeant Burke‘s death at Pearl
Harbor. Slawenski says ―when the sergeant dies at the end, saving lives during the attack at
Pearl Harbor, Salinger condemns him to a bloody, lonely, and inglorious death – in contrast to
most stories of the day‖ (Slawenski 60). The fear the young soldier feels at basic training places
this story firmly in the phase of pre-war anticipation, yet it still contains some of the anticipation
introduced in ―The Hang of It,‖ ―Personal Notes of an Infantryman,‖ and ―Last Day of the Last

Furlough.‖ ―Soft Boiled Sergeant‖ offers an introduction to this phase of Salinger‘s war fiction,
while hinting at the horror phase that comes later.
Another story that deals with pre-war anticipation is ‖Once a Week Won‘t Kill You.‖ It
was published in the November/December issue of Story in 1944 (Alexander 97), but was likely
written in the fall of 1943 (Hamilton 76). It deals with a soldier shipping off to war, discussing
with his wife that she needs to take his aunt to the movies sometimes, that once a week would
not kill her. The aunt in the story is mourning a lover who died in World War I, a fact that
echoes the post-war complacency (since sometimes she thinks that this lover is still alive and
fighting), but the details of the story plant it firmly in the pre-war anticipation phase of the war.
Salinger deals with disgust cleverly, with the main character‘s wife‘s ignorance about the
military, and her blasé attitude toward her husband‘s (possibly final) request. Alexander says
―the story shows a family coping with the enormity of war through attention to small details‖
(Alexander 103), while Slawenski brings in what Salinger‘s own feelings might have been about
the possibility of going to war himself: ―In this story too, there would be no noisy send-off, no
showy parade or marching band to usher away young men about to die. It would, though, be
laced with nostalgia for a world Salinger was beginning to miss and feared he might never see
again‖ (Slawenski 79). Even though ―Last Day of the Last Furlough‖ was published prior to
―Once a Week Won‘t Kill You,‖ it was composed before ―Last Day of the Last Furlough,‖ hence
the order in which the stories appear in this study. One leads into the other, and the nostalgialaced world that Slawenski talks about turns into a world that is much more aware of the
impending drama of war in ―Last Day of the Last Furlough.‖ Babe‘s thoughts and his
memorable speech at the dinner table bring to light all of the characteristics of Salinger‘s pre-war
anticipation phase – fear, apprehension, and disgust at the state of war itself.

―Last Day of the Last Furlough,‖ published in the Saturday Evening Post on 15 July 1944
(Alexander 97), is a much longer story that deals with Babe Gladwaller and his family and
friendship with fellow soldier Vincent Caulfield in the days before both men ship out to war.
Salinger used his own dog tag number as Babe‘s (Alexander 97), perhaps because he identified
with the soldier‘s plight more than any character he had written about previously. He knew what
it was like to prepare for deployment, as described in the earlier biographical section. While
Purcell would argue (and does) that the war serves as a backdrop to Babe‘s more important
thoughts and feelings, one could argue that Babe is indeed ―confronted with the very real
possibility of an untimely and violent death,‖ and that he ―spends his last hours of ‗safety
reaffirming the importance in his life of all those things which have brought him comfort and
joy‖ (Purcell 86), that Babe is not the naïve and sentimental boy other critics (like French) have
made him out to be. In his memorable speech at the dinner table, he says some very important
things about the nature of war:
―Daddy, I don‘t mean to sound pontifical, but sometimes you talk about the last
war—all you fellas do—as though it had been some kind of rugged, sordid game
by which society of your day weeded out the men from the boys. I don‘t mean to
be tiresome, but you men from the last war, you all agree that war is hell, but—I
don‘t know—you all seem to think yourselves a little superior for having been
participants in it. It seems to me that men in Germany who were in the last one
probably talked the same way, or thought the same way, and when Hitler
provoked this one, the younger generation in Germany were ready to prove
themselves as good or better than their fathers.‖ Babe paused, self-consciously. ―I
believe in this war. If I didn‘t, I would have gone to a conscientious objectors‘

camp and swung an ax for the duration. I believe in killing Nazis and Fascists and
Japs, because there‘s no other way that I know of. But I believe, as I‘ve never
believed in anything else before, that it‘s the moral duty of all the men who have
fought and will fight in this war to keep our mouths shut, once it‘s over, never
again to mention it in any way. It‘s time we let the dead die in vain. It‘s never
worked the other way, God knows.‖ Babe clenched his left hand under the table.
―But if we come back, if German men come back, if British men come back, and
Japs, and French, and all the other men, all of us talking, writing, painting,
making movies of heroism and cockroaches and foxholes and blood, then future
generations will always be doomed to future Hitlers. It‘s never occurred to boys to
have contempt for wars, to point to soldiers‘ pictures in history books, laughing at
them. If German boys had learned to be contemptuous of violence, Hitler would
have had to take up knitting to keep his ego warm.‖ (―Last Day of the Last
Furlough‖ 9)
Babe is immediately ashamed of his diatribe. Hamilton says, ―Gladwaller turns on him (his
father) and protests that it is just this kind of pride that causes wars in the first place (Hamilton
78). Hamilton goes on to say that while Babe believes in the war, he believes ―if he gets out of it
alive he will have to have a moral duty to keep quiet about it‖ (Hamilton 78). Though Babe‘s
stories are considered The Catcher in the Rye cluster stories because they feature the early
Caulfield characters, and Salinger was already starting to think about a novel about the
Caulfields, the sentiment expressed by Babe is related to the war, rather than to any Caulfield
character who comes later. This story, along with ―Soft Boiled Sergeant,‖ shows the move from
post-war normalcy found in ―The Hang of It‖ and ―Personal Notes of an Infantryman,‖ into the

pre-war fear and anxiety that is built up in ―Soft Boiled Sergeant.‖ About ―Last Day of the Last
Furlough,‖ Slawenski says ―he (Salinger) had already expressed disgust with the false idealism
applied to combat and attempted to explain that war was a bloody, inglorious affair‖ (Slawenski
93). The next stories, ―The Magic Foxhole,‖ ―A Boy in France,‖ and ―This Sandwich Has No
Mayonnaise,‖ delve into that bloody affair, bringing us into the horror phase of Salinger‘s war
fiction.

The Horror Phase
As Salinger‘s war experiences informed his work, the horrors he faced started making
appearances in his fiction. The terrible events of Operation Tiger, the D-Day Invasion, Huertgen
Forest, and the concentration camps make their way into Salinger‘s stories in one form or
another. In the horror phase, the battlefield is the setting for each story, and in one story in
particular, Salinger does not hold back with the gory details. This stage is called the horror stage
because it details life at war, and the details that characterize the stories are truly horrible.
An unpublished, uncollected, rarely-read story deals directly with the combat experience,
and takes the examination of Salinger‘s war fiction into the horror stage of the cycle. Likely
written just after D-Day in June of 1944, while Salinger was actively in combat, ―The Magic
Foxhole,‖ as Slawenski says, ―could only have been written by a soldier,‖ and that it was
extremely unlikely, had Salinger tried to publish it, that any publisher would print it because it
was a ―strong condemnation of war‖ (Slawenski 103-104). The story opens on the battlefield of
D-Day, with dead bodies everywhere and a lone surviving chaplain crawling through the bodies
grasping to find his glasses. The chaplain is then killed by German fire and the scene switches to
a soldier named Garrity picking up the reader (a character in the story) hitchhiking his way to
Cherbourg. Garrity tells the reader the story of a point man named Gardner who, because of his
fifty-foot distance from the rest of the men on the D-Day battlefield, was able to duck into
―magic‖ foxholes that shielded him from enemy fire. The strange juxtaposition between the
words ―magic‖ and ―foxhole‖ provokes the reader‘s attention. Foxholes are a place one can hide
from the enemy, but they are also dirty, sometimes bloody holes dug into the ground where the
inhabitant is exposed to the elements and still extremely vulnerable. In this story, the foxholes
are ―magic‖ because Gardner manages to hop into one after the other because of his position on

the battlefield, but also because he has a ―magical‖ experience. Garrity tells the reader that
Gardner sees a futuristic soldier outside several of the foxholes he hides in. After a few
conversations with this spectral figure, Gardner learns that his name is Earl, and that he is
Gardner‘s future son. Gardner becomes convinced that he must kill his future son to prevent the
future war he believes his son is fighting. Garrity, concerned for Gardner‘s well-being, jumps
into a foxhole with him, planning to knock him unconscious so that he cannot carry out his plan.
Before Garrity is able to do this, he is hit by shrapnel and wakes up in the Army hospital. He
seeks out Gardner, who is clinging to a pole on the beach, completely destroyed mentally.
Garrity himself is in a bad mental state, obsessed with the suffering of the men being carried off
the battlefield into the Army hospital set up on the beach. Garrity finds Gardner because he
wants to know if Gardner succeeded in his plan to kill his future son. Gardner tells him he could
not because the son ―wanted to be there.‖ Slawenski, in his analysis of the story, says,
Salinger‘s criticism of the army is strong in this piece. Apart from condemning
the army‘s crushing of individuality, he calls alarm to the official policy of
sending broken men back to the front before they are mentally healed. The story
also contains an unspoken yet pervasive depiction of men used as cannon fodder.
In ‗The Magic Foxhole,‘ the army is a cold, faceless entity devoid of compassion,
a machine soullessly reusing its parts to the point of disintegration. The
admiration for the loyalty and tenacity of the soldiers as individuals is plain, but
so is the derision for the military mechanism running in the background that
drives them on regardless of the consequences. (Slawenski 105-106)

Slawenski also interprets the image of the chaplain, searching for his glasses on the battlefield, as
Salinger‘s way of asking ―Where is God?‖ during this cold, insensitive time of war (Slawenski
107).
Printed in the Saturday Evening Post on 31 March 1945 (Alexander, 104), ―A Boy in
France‖ is the first published Salinger story to talk about the combat experience of war. ―A Boy
in France‖ deals with a familiar character, Babe Gladwaller from ―Last Day of the Last
Furlough,‖ who is looking for an empty foxhole on the battlefield. Babe finds a foxhole in
which a German died, throws out the dead German‘s blanket, and hunkers down, hiding from
bullets and wishing for a room where he could ―close the door.‖ The only comfort Babe finds is
in rereading a letter from his little sister, a situation that will later be echoed in The Catcher in
the Rye in Holden‘s affection for his little sister, Phoebe, and the peace he finds in his interaction
with her, and in the short story ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor,‖ where a short interaction
with a young girl in England brings great joy to a solider preparing for battle.4 ―A Boy in
France‖ is the story that Slawenski speculates that Salinger, in it, finally answers the question,
―Where is God?‖ (103). One could certainly argue, however, that ―A Boy In France‖ does not
quite yet answer the question of ―Where is God?‖ Because of the cyclical nature of Salinger‘s
war fiction; it is not be until the end of the cycle that the reader gets the answer to that question.
Babe‘s situation is bleak and the little comfort he draws from his sister‘s letter does not fix his
fingernail, or make it so he is not in a bloody foxhole in the cold, harsh night of battle. The
horror of war is still very much present in ―A Boy in France.‖ In fact, the story serves as the
peak of wartime horror and is the only story Salinger published that takes place in the heat of
battle. The next story, ―This Sandwich Has No Mayonnaise,‖ still resides within the horror
phase of Salinger‘s war fiction, but hints at the post-war trauma that is to come.
4

“For Esmé – With Love and Squalor” will be analyzed at length at the end of this study.

―This Sandwich Has No Mayonnaise,‖ was published in Esquire in October of 1945. It
is one of the bleakest stories set in wartime, told in first-person stream-of-consciousness by
Vincent Caulfield, who is preoccupied with the MIA status of his younger brother, Holden.
Vincent is trying to make himself think of anything but his situation in the ―darkest, wettest,
most miserable Army truck you have ever ridden in‖ (Salinger ―This Sandwich Has No
Mayonnaise‖ 1). Several things are interesting in this story. Its connection to The Catcher in the
Rye is obvious, but also, in the last paragraph, in Vincent‘s imaginary conversation with his
brother, he tells him to ―Stop wearing my robe to the beach.‖ While likely a coincidence,
Seymour wears a robe to the beach, after being in the war in ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖
Vincent‘s brother Holden, missing in action, could be, in Salinger‘s mind, experiencing the types
of things that Salinger (and by proxy, perhaps Seymour) did. Hence there is a need to cover up,
to hide. It is also interesting that in Salinger‘s first stream-of-consciousness piece he has Vincent
say repeatedly that Holden is not missing – that he‘s at the World‘s Fair, that he‘s at ―Penty‖
Prep School. Vincent wants to imagine that Holden is anywhere but dead or imprisoned. He
thinks back on pre-war times and he tries to find solace there. He does not. Though the earlier
story, ―A Boy in France,‖ ends on the feeling that Babe might be alright when the war is over,
―This Sandwich Has no Mayonnaise‖ makes no such claims, perhaps demonstrating how easy it
is to lose faith when surrounded by death and ugliness. This story underscores the theme of
horror in the war fiction, while hinting at the return to despair and dissatisfaction that later stories
address. ―This Sandwich Has No Mayonnaise,‖ because so much of it takes place in Vincent‘s
head, giving the reader insight into the terror and horror that war can bring. Vincent worries
about his brother, and tries to talk himself out of thinking that his brother is hurt or dead, but
there is no hope, and no relief for the reader by the end of the story.

Post-War Trauma
The last phase of Salinger‘s war fiction is that of post-war trauma. It is characterized by
shock, trauma, devastation, and despair and contains the most powerful two stories, ―A Perfect
Day for Bananafish‖ and ―For Esme – With Love and Squalor.‖ In addition to those two stories,
which have both received a great deal of scholarly attention, this phase also contains the stories
―The Stranger,‖ ―A Young Girl in 1941 With No Waist at All,‖ and ―A Girl I Knew.‖ Each of
these will be presented in order of publication, so the deeper analysis of ―A Perfect Day for
Bananfish‖ will appear after ―The Stranger‖ and ―A Young Girl in 1941 With No Waist At All.‖
The second-to last Salinger war story published before ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖
was ―The Stranger,‖ published in Collier’s in December of 1945. It is another Babe Gladwaller
story. Babe is home from the war, and feels responsible for informing Vincent Caulfield‘s exgirlfriend that Vincent has died in the war. Babe tells her:
―Uh, he died in the morning. He and four other G.I.s and I were standing around a
fire we made. In Huertgen Forest. Some mortar dropped in suddenly—it doesn‘t
whistle or anything—and it hit Vincent and three of the other men. He died in the
medics‘ CP tent about thirty yards away, not more than about three minutes after
he was hit.‖ Babe had to sneeze several times at that point. He went on, ―I think
he had too much pain in too large an area of his body to have realized anything
but blackness. I don‘t think it hurt. I swear I don‘t. His eyes were open. I think he
recognized me and heard me when I spoke to him, but he didn‘t say anything at
all. The last thing he said was about one of us was going to have to get some
wood for the lousy fire—preferably one of the younger men, he said—you know
how he talked.‖ (―The Stranger‖ 4)

Salinger is drawing from certain details of his personal experience to inform the war details of
―The Stranger,‖ which is a gesture he makes in many of his war stories. The inclusion of
Huertgen Forest in the story give us the clues that make us suspect we can apply Salinger‘s same
contextual war experience to ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish,‖ though Salinger outlines no war
detail in that story.
Published prior to ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ is ―A Young Girl in 1941 with No
Waist at All.‖ Published in Mademoiselle in May of 1947, the story regresses back to the prewar jitters. It takes place on a ship that is making one last trip to Havana before being
repurposed as a World War II transport vehicle. The story again draws on contextual
autobiographical detail in that it features a ship entertainment director – a job that Salinger held
before the war (Hamilton 99). While ―The Stranger‖ addresses the horror of war in the context
of despair and dissatisfaction, ―A Young Girl in 1941 with No Waist At All‖ is set before the
war and shows some of the anticipation reflected in ―Last Day of the Last Furlough‖ in the fact
that the ship is soon to be used in the war, but some of the despair and dissatisfaction are
displayed in a conversation between Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff:
―I said I hate 1941,‖ said his wife peculiarly. And without moving she broke into
tears, smiling at all of them. ―I do,‖ she said. ―I detest it. It‘s full of armies waiting
to fill up with boys, and girls and mothers waiting to live in mailboxes and
smirking old headwaiters who don‘t have to go anywhere. I detest it. It‘s a rotten
year.‖
―We‘re not even in the war yet, dear,‖ said Mr. Woodruff. Then he said: ―Boys
have always had to go to war. I went. Your brothers went.‖

―It‘s not the same. It‘s not rotten in the same way. Time isn‘t any good any more.
You and Paul and Freddy left relatively nice things behind you. Dear God. Bobby
won‘t even go on a date if he hasn‘t any money. It‘s entirely different. It‘s entirely
rotten.‖ (―A Young Girl‖ 6)

This story shows the despair and dissatisfaction related to wartime, but also hints at the horror
the previous stories ―The Magic Foxhole,‖ ―A Boy in France,‖ and ―This Sandwich Has No
Mayonnaise‖ cover in that even if Mrs. Woodruff does not know that her son is going to war, she
certainly anticipates the horror that the war will bring, while also admitting to an utter
dissatisfaction at the whole thing.
The next story published was ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖ It represents an important
turn in the pattern of Salinger‘s war fiction, but contains interesting additional information and
symbolism that classifies it definitively as a war story, and an important one at that. At the end
of this, one of Salinger‘s most critically discussed short stories, a pale, thin, and drawn Seymour
Glass raises a revolver to his temple and pulls the trigger. This story, ―A Perfect Day for
Bananafish,‖ is the Salinger reader‘s first introduction to a character who appears in many of
Salinger‘s later stories. Most scholarly criticism has been devoted to examining the character of
Seymour Glass in the context of the later Glass family stories. William Weigand, Helen
Weinberg, Frank Metcalf and others draw on examples from ―Hapworth 16, 1924,‖ ―Raise High
the Roofbeam, Carpenters,‖ ―Franny,‖ and ―Seymour, and Introduction‖ to explain Seymour‘s
attitude, his suicide, his relationship with his wife. This is an understandable line of reasoning,
and these scholars have argued in compelling and interesting ways that take into account the later
fiction. Little critical attention, however, has been given to ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ in
the context of Salinger‘s war fiction, so rather than constructing a theory on the cause of

Seymour‘s suicide in the context of ―Hapworth 16, 1924,‖ ―Raise High the Roofbeam,
Carpenters,‖ and ―Seymour, an Introduction‖ yet again, it is valuable to look at ―A Perfect Day
for Bananafish‖ as a story that falls within the cycle of Salinger‘s war fiction, leaving out the
later fiction as much as possible. While many Salinger scholars would argue that omitting the
later Glass family stories sells the story, the character, and the author short, a close reading and
examination of ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ allows one to examine Salinger‘s textual clues
and to draw different conclusions as to the reason for Seymour‘s suicide. Specifically, through
this close reading, analysis, and consideration of the authorial context for the story, it is possible
to conclude that even though Seymour‘s war experience is not explicitly spelled out, Seymour
Glass‘s suicide is a direct result of his experiences in World War II. Additionally, taking the fact
of Salinger‘s birth religion (Judaism) into account, one can apply that authorial context to certain
interesting religious symbols found in the text.
Before turning an eye toward a textual analysis of ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish,‖ it is
important to look at the theories and explanations related to Seymour‘s suicide that have been
presented by other critics in order to get a full picture of the scholarly work that has already been
done. The theories vary greatly, and it is important to look at them so that we can first get an
idea of how other readers have interpreted Seymour‘s actions, and then allow the investigation to
progress logically into the support of the alternate idea presented here. To make a succinct and
comprehensive summary of these key pieces of criticism, it is most helpful to organize the key
pieces of criticism by topic and the ideas presented can be synthesized and discussed in the
context of the story, and in the context of the ideas presented in this analysis. Some overlapping
interpretations of the story will appear within single pieces of criticism, but to avoid repetition,
the works will be organized by their prevailing ideas.

Seymour and Sex
In Gwynn and Blotner‘s 1958 book, The Fiction of J.D. Salinger, they discuss Seymour‘s
suicide in context of sexual inadequacy:
The second part reveals Seymour‘s needs and emotional state in a scene
culminating with his suicide. Salinger skillfully manipulates the images which
suggest an underlying motif: Seymour‘s sexual inadequacy. There is his
obsession with trees, his story of the engorged bananafish trapped in the banana
hole, his paranoiac suspicion that a woman is staring critically at his bare feet, and
his choice of the pistol as the suicide weapon. (Gwynn and Blotner 20)
Gwynn and Blotner were not the only critics to find sexual themes in ―A Perfect Day for
Bananafish.‖ While the banana and gun are traditionally phallic symbols, others found even
more fodder for a sexual argument within the text. For example, in a College English article
from 1962, James E. Bryan, despite his opening description of Seymour Glass as ―a poet, Zen
mystic, and Christ figure (replete with stigmata)‖ (Bryan 226), speculates that Seymour is
plagued by sexual guilt. He proposes that Seymour‘s interaction with Sybil contain an attempt to
―appropriate Sybil‘s innocence,‖ bringing up Sybil‘s actions as examples of ―a kind of
domination over the sin-crumbled adult world‖ (Bryan 229).
Bryan takes his interpretation further, suggesting that the invisible ―tattoo‖ that Seymour
tries to hide is a ―guilt mark of Cain‖ and that the reference to Seymour as a Capricorn (the goat)
somehow evokes a symbol of lechery. While Bryan‘s essay certainly attempts to make a case for
sexual guilt in the story, he also puts that guilt in the context of the ―failed guru‖ (though he does
not actually use those words), which will be discussed further in another section. Bryan suggests
that Seymour undergoes a ―struggle to transcend sex entirely‖ (Bryan 229).

In the next issue of College English, noted Salinger scholar Warren French published a
response to Bryan‘s article called ―Salinger‘s Seymour: Another Autopsy.‖ In it, French writes
that Bryan‘s piece focused too much on Seymour‘s sexual struggle, and mentions his
forthcoming book with a teaser statement about his own theory about Seymour‘s suicide as a
representation of what he interprets as a poetic statement. Interestingly, Bryan responded with
gratitude and what came across as an irritated sort of recognition of French‘s superiority as a
Salinger scholar, but backs up his idea that Seymour commits suicide out of guilt. Bryan believes
that Sybil ―dooms‖ Seymour by equating him with the doomed bananafish, while this study‘s
examination of ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ in relation to World War II shows that Seymour
was doomed before he set foot onto that particular beach, but that he did indeed die because of
guilt; just not guilt for the things that Bryan talks about. Rather, Seymour dies because of what
he experienced in the war, and Salinger gives the reader clues so that they may reach that
conclusion.
Other scholars turn a blind eye to the transcendental and poetic ideas and go for a wholly
sexual interpretation of the story. In a 1958 New Leader piece, Leslie Fiedler called Seymour‘s
interaction with Sybil ―ambiguous love-making‖ and asserts that it is a ―moment of sanity before
suicide.‖ Fiedler calls Sybil ―the embodiment of all that is clean and life-giving as opposed to
the vulgar, destructive (i.e. fully sexual) wife‖ (Fiedler 28). This implies that Seymour is unable
to have a sexual relationship with Muriel and Fiedler implies that this is a reason for suicide.
Even more disturbing is Frank Metcalf‘s 1972 article published in Studies in Short
Fiction wherein he tries to make the case that Seymour is a pedophile:
…by examining Seymour‘s development one can make an interesting case for
Salinger‘s being consciously concerned with a related aspect of sexual

abnormality, heterosexual pedophilia. The investigation of that possibility will
explain, I think, the cause of Seymour‘s suicide. (Metcalf 244)
Metcalf goes on to make a case for Seymour‘s particular ―abnormality‖ using passages from
―Hapworth 16, 1924‖ and ―Raise High the Roofbeam, Carpenters.‖ He uses Seymour‘s
attraction to Mrs. Happy and his desire ―to become one flesh quite to perfection‖ with Desiree
Green, a girl who is a year older than Seymour (age seven). Metcalf uses two examples from
―Raise High the Roofbeam, Carpenters‖ to further ―explain‖ Seymour‘s ―abnormalities.‖ One
instance is when Charlotte Mayhew stomped on his foot and he smiled, and the other when he
threw a rock at Charlotte, for a reason that Buddy speculates was simply that Charlotte just
looked too pretty sitting in the driveway petting Boo Boo‘s cat (―Raise High 89). Finally
Metcalf proposes that Seymour‘s interaction with Sybil in ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ is
fraught with sexual emotion on Seymour‘s part, and to escape this part of himself he commits
suicide.
Metcalf argues persuasively, but the examples he uses regarding Seymour‘s attention to
young girls falls short of fact. In ―Hapworth 16, 1924‖ Seymour was seven years old when he
talks of his affection and desires. When Seymour throws the rock at Charlotte Mayhew, he is the
same age as she is (twelve years old). Metcalf might have done better to argue for a case of
arrested development, but arguing for pedophilia seems weak and unfounded.
Other critics had other ideas about the motivation for Seymour‘s suicide. Again, though
most of their theories come from analyzing Seymour with the information provided in later
works, their theories and ideas are worth noting and will provide a good foil to an alternative
interpretation.

Seymour and Unfulfilled Nirvana – The Failed Guru
This idea of Seymour as guru, failed guru, or some other incarnation of a religious,
spiritual, or poetic character, furnishes the approach of the longest and some of the most
interesting pieces of criticism. However, they are not particularly helpful in examining Seymour
Glass as a character only in ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ as opposed to the Seymour the
reader meets in later stories, nor do they do much good either way in supporting a claim that
Seymour‘s suicide was a direct result of World War II. They are still worth noting because
regardless of who Seymour ends up being in later works, we meet him at the end of his life in ―A
Perfect Day for Bananfish.‖ Learning about his fantastic and tragic life only makes his death
more devastating and it lends credence to the theory of the broken soldier. That will develop
with an investigation of the story in the context of the war itself, and a close examination of the
text to follow soon.
The notion of a failed guru, enlightened spirit, and sensitive poet is not the only angle
found in the following pieces of criticism. Many scholars have claimed that Seymour‘s inability
to reconcile himself with the world is the reason for his suicide. This may be true, but it is not a
complete analysis. In his essay ―A Nine Story Cycle‖ from his book J.D. Salinger: Revisited,
French corrects his earlier theory that Seymour himself is attention-seeking when he commits
suicide. He says, ―I would still argue that Seymour is like the kind of petulant child who
demands that adults – and playmates – pay constant attention to him or her‖ (French 66), but he
states that the real reason for suicide is Seymour‘s own banana fever – that he punishes himself
for ―succumbing to materialistic temptations.‖ (French 67)
French also argues that Seymour is disillusioned with the future generation. He
comments on the scene on the beach when Seymour says he ―loves a blue bathing suit‖ and tells

his reader that blue is the ―traditional color of innocence.‖ He also points out that Seymour
never says that he thinks that Sybil‘s bathing suit is blue rather than yellow (the color of gold,
and of hedonism), and his response to Sybil‘s ―correction‖ is ―What a fool I am.‖ French uses
this to lead into the thought that Seymour‘s lack of understanding and hope for the future (one
that he says ―may hold nothing for him but more years in a psychiatric hospital‖) is the reason
for Seymour‘s suicide (French 67).
French does eventually bring in the idea of the ―failed guru:‖
Seymour, perceiving himself in relation to both Muriel and Sybil as a failed guru,
is distressed beyond endurance, as shown by his irrational outburst against the
terrified woman in the elevator…he has not been able to overcome the negative
karma that he has accumulated because of his inability to transcend the
temptations of the flesh that preclude the attainment of mukit, which Salinger‘s
teacher Swami Nikhilananda describes as ―liberation from perfection, bondage,
separateness, misery, and death. (French 68)
Gwynn and Blotner also take on this subject in their book, stating that Seymour is ―destroyed by
his own hypersensitivity pathetically heightened by lack of love‖ (Gwynn and Blotner 19) and
Ihab Hassan, in his essay ―The Rare Quixotic Gesture,‖ says, ―In ‗A Perfect Day for
Bananafish,‘ the taste of life‘s corruption is so strong in the mouth of Seymour Glass, and the
burden of self-alienation, even from his wife, Muriel, is so heavy, that suicide seems to him the
only cleansing act possible‖ (Hassan 145).
An interesting essay by James Finn Cotter compares J.D. Salinger‘s Nine Stories to
Rainer Maria Rilke (most certainly the poet behind the book of poems Muriel discusses with her

mother) and his work The Voices of Nine Pages with a Titlepage. Cotter suggests that Seymour
and his story correspond with ―The Song of Suicide,‖ stating:
In Salinger‘s story Seymour is literally fed up with the nauseous phoniness of
those around him. Like the six tigers in Little Black Sambo, people are the
victims of their own gluttony and pride. Or, to use his own image, they are like
bananafish that are overly greedy. (Cotter, 86)
He goes on to say that Seymour can ―see more‖ than anyone else in the story and that Seymour is
in control of his fate. Cotter praises Seymour, stating that he ―exercises dietetic self-control by
wanting no part of the world‘s appetite for a ‗full pot‘‖ (Cotter, 88), and ―having ‗already a little
eternity/in [his] entrails,‘ Seymour Glass, with his accustomed sense of purpose and self-control,
acts according to his hidden schedule without ‗another minute‘ lost‖ (Cotter 89).
Lyle Glazier, in an essay titled ―The Glass Family Saga: Argument and Epiphany,‖ says
that Seymour has such high standards for everyone, including himself, so he must die to uphold
those standards. Presenting Seymour as a child poet and adult poet, Glazier says, ―reminded by
Sybil Carpenter of the poetry of childhood and by his wife Muriel (―Miss Spiritual Tramp of
1948‖) of the prose of adulthood, Seymour has no way to demonstrate his integrity except
through self-annihilation‖ (Glazier 249). This brings together the elevated ideal of Seymour that
his remaining family holds, but also the ideas presented in Cotter and French‘s writings.
In his essay ―J.D. Salinger‘s Seventy-eight Bananas,‖ William Wiegand puts ―A Perfect
Day for Bananafish‖ in conversation with ―Raise High the Roofbeam, Carpenters‖ and talks
about Seymour‘s ―lemon-yellow‖ mark he still has from grabbing Charlotte Mayhew‘s dress
―Raise High‖ 75). Weigand says ―The ‗skin disease‘ which Seymour sees himself afflicted with
in 1942 apparently becomes worse. By 1948, the date of his suicide, the ‗lemon-yellow‘ marks

have attained weight and shape; he has become mortally ill‖ (Weigand 5). He goes on to say that
Seymour himself is a bananafish filled with ―sensation‖ and unable to ―swim‖ back into society.
Weigand says that in Seymour‘s depiction in ―Raise High the Roofbeam, Carpenters‖ the reader
of ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ will understand that Seymour‘s capacity for joy has reached
its maximum, that he is ―glutted‖ with joy and sensation, and that the ―perfect day‖ occurs when
Seymour is finally able to end his rapturous suffering by ending his life. As an interesting side
note, Weigand seems to forget that Salinger‘s original name for the story was not ―A Perfect Day
for Bananafish,‖ but simply ―The Bananafish.‖ The name was changed after Salinger‘s first
submission of the story to The New Yorker. Weigand also says that Salinger‘s ―diseased‖ hero
―seems as clear a victim of an external force, namely, the bourgeois matriarchy…‖ (Weigand 8)
though he admits that the story itself demonstrates no connection between Seymour‘s ―sickness‖
and Muriel and her mother as an example of ―society‘s insensitivity‖ (Weigand 8).
Dennis O‘Connor, in his essay ―J.D. Salinger: Writing as Religion‖ in The Wilson
Quarterly, 1980, says that Seymour‘s bananafish story is a vague description of his marriage and
that ―The chaos within Seymour…only bespeaks the madness surrounding him. By killing
himself, Seymour reveals the high price of ‗seeing more‘ in our society.‖ O‘Connor is on to
something, though what Seymour ―sees more‖ of will be addressed fully later. Later in the
essay, O‘Connor characterizes Seymour as a mukta – one who reaches spiritual liberation – he
says this is demonstrated in ―Hapworth 16, 1924.‖ A rebuttal was published in the next edition
of The Wilson Quarterly by Wayne M. Harris, who refutes O‘Connor‘s claim:
If, as O‘Connor says, Seymour is a ‗mukta‘ (one who, in Advaita Vendantic
Hinduism, has achieved spiritual liberation). Why can he not rise above all of
these mundane circumstances and be at peace? The answer to both questions has

to do with the fact that he is not spiritually liberated but that he thought he was
until just before his death. (Harris 185)
Harris, in his very short piece, asserts that Seymour discovers that he is not ―special‖ and decides
to end his life. Perhaps one should consider the possibility that it really does not matter whether
Seymour is ―enlightened‖ or not. The later Glass family stories certainly point to the idea that
Seymour was gifted, special, and inspirational, but just looking at ―A Perfect Day for
Bananafish‖ liberates the reader to come to other conclusions about his suicide.
Seymour and War
The last piece of criticism to be examined is one of the few that will bring the reader to
the idea of World War II as an important factor in ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish,‖ and show the
stage of Salinger‘s war fiction that represents the despair phase in the trajectory. In his essay
―New Light on the Nervous Breakdowns of Salinger‘s Sergeant X and Seymour Glass,‖
Eberhard Alsen brings in a sizable chunk of Salinger‘s own biographical information to explain
the fragile mental states of Seymour Glass and ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor‘s‖
protagonist Sergeant X. He brings up this interesting fact, taken from both ―A Perfect Day for
Bananafish‖ and ―Seymour:An Introduction‖:
No one has who has written about the suicide of Seymour Glass…has commented
on the significance of the unusual length of time – almost three years – that he
spent in an army hospital. He killed himself on March 18, 1948, and Buddy
mentions that Seymour returned from Germany on a commercial flight ‗a week or
so‘ before his suicide. That means that Seymour did not come home to the United
States until almost three years after the end of the war…In short, Seymour‘s
mental illness was so severe that the Army psychiatrists did not simply release

him with a psychiatric discharge – which is something that almost happened to
Salinger – but they decided to keep him ‗well in,‘ that is, locked up in a
psychiatric ward for close to three years. (Alsen 386)
Alsen goes on to say since there is no explicit explanation of Seymour‘s war experience in any of
the Glass family stories, Seymour could have been anything – an infantryman, or, like Salinger, a
counter-intelligence agent. Alsen does make one mistake in assuming that Salinger‘s own
breakdown was not related to Salinger‘s time in combat. He instead attributes it to Salinger‘s
experience with the Hurlach concentration camp ―Kaufering Lager IV‖ (Alsen 386). In the
following textual analysis, one can see that it was a combination of all of these things and more
that contributed to Salinger‘s own breakdown, and was likely the inspiration for the details
associated with Seymour Glass‘s suicide.
Taking Salinger‘s own war experience into account is one piece of the puzzle in
deciphering the motivation for Seymour‘s suicide, as well as offering support for the theory that
the war played a more important role in ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ than Purcell and any
other critic except Alsen acknowledges. A close textual analysis is also an important step toward
a greater understanding of the story in the context of the greater cycle of war that is the basis of
this study. Salinger has hidden many clues as to what actually haunts the war-haunted Seymour
Glass. Some of those clues are, not surprisingly, full of religious symbolism. Salinger was born
Jewish, a fact each biographer addresses, but one that Margaret Salinger, in her memoir Dream
Catcher, talks about at length. She discusses her family‘s Jewish background and expresses
surprise that Salinger might downplay the Jewishness of his characters. She says that after
asking certain family members, the answer to her question about her father‘s omission of the
Jewishness of his characters became clear:

Had I been born in my father‘s generation, or had I been told what life was like
for Jews of my father‘s generation, I wouldn‘t have asked these questions. The
answer would have been as plain as the nose on my face. My aunt set me straight:
―It wasn‘t nice to be part-Jewish in those days. It was no asset to be Jewish
either, but at least you belonged somewhere. This way you were neither fish nor
fowl. Mother told me – she shouldn‘t have, it was wrong of her – but she told me
that when a woman from a finishing school in Dobbs Ferry that I had applied to
came to interview the family, she said, ‗Oh, Mrs. Salinger, it‘s too bad you
married a Jew.‘ People talked like that in those days, you know. It was hard on
me but it was hell on Sonny. I think he suffered terribly from anti-Semitism when
he went away to military school. (Dream Catcher 24)
It is possible that Salinger‘s conflicts about his Jewish heritage provide a textual basis for some
of the Jewish symbolism found in ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖ Furthermore, it is possible
that, because of Salinger‘s experience with the concentration camps of Dachau, that he came to
feel guilt about his religious conflict, and that further provided even more context for the story.
The use of numbers, as discussed by Charles Genthe, is a doorway into the religious context,
though Genthe does not make that connection himself.
The number six features prominently in ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖ The number six
holds some significance in the Jewish faith. The Jewish holiday, Passover, is celebrated with a
feast called Seder. There are six symbolic foods that are put on a Passover Seder Plate--bitter
herbs that stand for the hardship the Jews experienced in Egypt, Charoset–made from apples,
nuts, cinnamon and wine–that represent the mortar on the Egyptian storehouses the Jews built, a
non-bitter vegetable that is dipped into salt water that represents the tears shed by the Jewish

slaves in Egypt, a piece of roasted meat that symbolizes the sacrificial lamb from the Temple in
Jerusalem, and a hard-boiled egg that represents mourning over the destruction of the Temple
(eggs are traditionally the first food served to mourners after a funeral).
Additionally, Shavuot (the holiday to celebrate the day that God brought the Torah down
to Mount Sinai) occurs on the sixth day of the Hebrew month of Sivan. This is a cornerstone of
the Jewish faith. The Star of David has six points, and The Mishnah has six orders total –
Zeraim (Seeds), Nezikin (Damages), Kodashim (Holy Things), Temple, Dietary Laws, and
Tohorot (Purities). The Mishnah5 is from the Hebrew ―to study‖ and is the first of the Jewish
oral traditions written down (Strack 11). This ties into the persecution of Jews, as ancient Jews
were wary to write down their oral traditions for fear of being persecuted. The Nezikin and the
Tohorot are of particular interest in an analysis of ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖ First,
however, backtracking will allow the reader to understand other ways the number six is
significant in the story.
Starting with the significance of numbers in the story, a reader finds fertile ground for
interpretation. One piece of criticism that addresses this significance is Charles V. Genthe‘s
essay titled ―Six, Sex, Sick: Seymour, Some Comments.‖ Genthe not only comments on the
significance of the number six in the story, but comments on the reference to ―Little Black
Sambo.‖ Taking the significance of numbers before an analysis of the meaning of ―Little Black
Sambo‖ is difficult, as Genthe ties them together completely, so it is helpful to look at some of
his comments.

5

There may be some who question whether or not Salinger would have been educated in the more complicated
ancient laws of Judaism. Since detailed information like this is not available at this time, one cannot say for sure
that he was or was not. However, the fact that he was raised Jewish and had a bar mitzvah would indicate that he
did some studying of his birth religion, and other biographical details suggest that his knowledge of the Mishnah
was possible, if not probable. It is also possible that Salinger would have read Milton Steinberg’s As a Driven Leaf,
a novel published in 1939 that discusses many ancient Jewish laws, including the Mishnah.

About ―Little Black Sambo,‖ Genthe states, ―As a matter of fact, there are really four
tigers, not six, in the children‘s ‗Sambo.‘ Salinger had made a change, and we can trust that it is
a conscious and not inadvertent change‖ (Genthe 170). Genthe brings up the fact that Muriel and
Seymour are celebrating their sixth wedding anniversary, and he proposes that, like the tigers,
the marriage has ―melted, like Sambo‘s tigers, into rancid nothingness‖ (Genthe 170). Genthe
interprets the tiger image in relation to Seymour‘s spiritual state:
The six-tiger image also gives a clue as to the nature of Seymour‘s spiritual
evisceration and as to why he commits suicide. Their sixth anniversary is being
spent in Miami Beach, the glittering home of the superannuated and the depraved,
the symbol of the jaded Muriel and a world that runs in circles after the tigers of
crass materialism and superficiality. (170)

He goes on to discuss the relationship of the number to the title of the story:
The number six also gives meaning to the rather puzzling title of ‗Bananafish,‘
something about which there has been much critical controversy. Sybil earns her
name by seeing clearly the situation and by prophesying the doom that will be
Seymour‘s. (Genthe 171)

Genthe explains this statement with quotes from the section of the story where Sybil claims to
have seen a bananafish with six bananas in its mouth. While Genthe‘s argument is compelling,
there is another possible explanation for the significance of the number six in the story. As
Slawenski, Hamilton, Alexander, Alsen, among others, tell us, Salinger‘s unit liberated many
subcamps of the concentration camp Dachau. During that experience, he witnessed the suffering
that the Jews endured in those camps, and was forever haunted by the sights and the smells

associated with those camps. The number six holds significance in the history, practices, and
laws of Jewish religion, as referenced above. Additionally, in Jewish mysticism, the number six
represents the number of man. The Torah states that the world was created in six days, and that
all earthly space and objects have six directions from a central point – up, down, north, south,
east, and west (Horvits, 205). It is very possible that Salinger uses the number six repeatedly in
the text both to underline Jewish suffering, and to point the reader to an interpretation of the text
that Seymour himself is haunted by the suffering of the Jewish people.6
Looking at all the ways the number six is used in the story it is difficult to believe that
Salinger placed the number there by accident. Seymour and Muriel are staying in room 507. In
a consecutive order, the number six is omitted–indicating that the room they share, the room
where Seymour takes his life, is devoid of the earthly number. Six tigers run around the tree in
Sybil‘s version of ―Little Black Sambo.‖7 The number six, chasing itself into a blur of
destruction, undermined by the greed and menace of the tigers themselves, could easily represent
the Jewish faith and its trampling by the hate-driven Nazis. Sybil sees a bananafish with six
bananas in its mouth, symbolizing the six foods served at Seder, and presenting a reminder to
Seymour about what he (and Salinger) saw in the war.
Finally, Seymour shoots himself with an Ortgies caliber 7.65 gun – the middle number is
a six, symbolizing Seymour‘s fate – ending the pain and suffering he endured, and thereby
ending the pain and suffering of the Jewish people, at least for Seymour. Further support for the
theory that Seymour was Holocaust-haunted is the ―invisible tattoo‖ that French speaks of.

6

One might ask if it is important to the reader or to the context of the story that Salinger himself was Jewish. For
the purposes of this analysis, it is not. If Seymour did, in fact, experience combat, see concentration camps, and
even a portion of the things Salinger saw, it is the man, not his religion, that drives his reaction.
7
To date, scholarly insight as to Salinger’s view on racism in general is lacking, though there may be a case for the
contextual examination of the presence of “Little Black Sambo” in the story, as it was likely an image Salinger grew
up with, and is deeply rooted in racist iconography.

While French believes that it could be a ―guilt mark of Cain‖ one might as easily conclude that
Seymour, with his propensity for empathy and feeling, feels that he, like the Jewish prisoners in
the concentration camp, had been branded by his experience. That invisible tattoo is likely a
tattoo that exists in Seymour‘s mind – a number tattooed by the Nazis, marking him as a prisoner
for life and dooming him to his eventual fate – death. Though Salinger‘s unit only liberated the
subcamps of Dachau, where tattoos were not used, they were only used at Auschwitz, but the
system was well-known by the end of the war, and the symbol stands for the oppression suffered
by the Jews.
Going back to ―Little Black Sambo,‖ it is natural to remember the aforementioned
bloodbath that was ―Operation Tiger‖ in World War II. Salinger‘s unit participated in this failed
dry run and that incident stuck in the minds of all the men who survived it. When Sybil says that
―only six‖ tigers ran around the tree, Seymour says ―Only six!‖ This is easily a reference to the
comparably low number of fatalities in ―Operation Tiger‖ related to the psychological harm that
the incident indicted upon Salinger. Even six of his men being killed during that exercise would
have been devastating, and surely the German troops that attacked represented the ―tigers.‖ Only
six of them would have been too many, but instead, Seymour remarks that he had ―never seen so
many tigers‖ (Salinger ―Bananafish‖ 14).
Many critics and scholars have discussed the theme of innocence in the story, and in
dealing with the story in the context of the sixth order of the Mishnah, it is helpful to take a
closer look at the two of six sections referred to earlier. ―Nezikin,‖ translated to ―Damages,‖ has
ten volumes. The first, Bava Kamma, talks about the damages and compensation related to civil
matters. The fourth, Sanhedrin, deals with the handing down of punishment by judges –
including the death penalty. The sixth, Shevu‘ot, deals with oaths and the consequence of

breaking those oaths (Strack 12). This is particularly interesting, as the sixth tractate, since
Salinger‘s ―oath‖ to his country was to fight for European independence from Hitler. How
would Salinger have felt about this oath after seeing the concentration camp survivors, and if
Seymour had been through similar war experiences, how would Seymour (who was sensitive and
brilliant) react to the success (or lack of success) in carrying out his oath?
The order of the Mishnah is the longest of the sixth order. It deals with ―purity,‖ a topic
discussed in many pieces of criticism about ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖ Fiedler asserted
that Sybil was the ―embodiment of all that is clean and life-giving…‖ (Fiedler 28), while Metcalf
argues that Seymour‘s suicide was an attempt to escape his own pedophiliac tendencies, that
perhaps the suicide was an attempt to ―purify‖ that impure part of himself. While many of the
tractates of Tohorot are related to dietary laws, a few stick out as applicable to this analysis and
application to symbolism that Salinger may have added intentionally. One of these tractates is
the ―Oholot‖ which deals with the treatment of a corpse – corpses are considered ―unclean.‖
Slawenski talks about the 82nd Airborn Division walking through the Huertgen Forest after the
12th had taken it. It was winter, and all the corpses of the men had been left behind. The corpses
were frozen, with their arms raised into the sky (Slawenski 123). Jewish traditions require that a
corpse be buried before sundown. So many men died in World War II and were left where they
died, something that would have certainly disturbed, at least on a subconscious level, someone
who was raised Jewish.
Another tractate of Tohorot is Tevul Yom. This refers to the condition of being impure
even after the ritual immersion of Mikvah. Certainly there is a parallel here. Seymour is on a
bright, sunny beach, with cold, cleansing water, yet he cannot wash away the impurities of the
war. Another tractate of Tohorot relates to impurity of the hands. Not to dive too deeply into the

other Glass family stories, it is worth noting that Seymour still has a ―lemon yellow mark‖ on
one of his hands (―Raise High‖ 75), suggesting that whatever Seymour experiences leaves a
mark. He is never washed clean of his experiences. So, if Seymour‘s experiences mirrored
Salinger‘s, there might be too much to ever wash away – too much to wash away, that is, without
an Ortiegies caliber 7.65 automatic.
In a reading of ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ it is important not to neglect the
significance of Sybil. The word sibyl is derived from the Greek sibylla, or prophetess. Many
people have made the connection from Sybil‘s name to her role as prophetess in the story. While
there is no prophet named Sybil in the Jewish faith (there is one, incidentally, named Miriam,
Salinger‘s mother‘s chosen name after marrying Salinger‘s Jewish father), 8 it is likely that
Salinger chose Sybil‘s name intentionally. Sybil the character‘s prophetic nature is usually
discussed in relation to her allegation that she saw a bananafish with six bananas in its mouth. A
reader of ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ is struck, also by the innocent banter between Seymour
and Sybil. If one is not predisposed to see Seymour as a pedophile (an idea that is equally false
and repugnant to some Salinger scholars), this refreshing exchange not only demonstrates to the
reader Seymour‘s innocent nature, but also provides sweetness and light that makes Seymour‘s
suicide at the end of the story much more shocking. In terms of what Sybil represents
prophetically in the story, it is important that Sybil‘s way of pronouncing Seymour‘s name is
―See More (―Bananafish‖ 10).‖ James Finn Cotter addresses this in his essay, saying that
Seymour ―sees more‖ than anybody else in the story (Cotter 87). The fact is that Seymour has
―seen more‖ than anyone else in the story, and that is what eventually kills him. Salinger‘s use
of Jewish symbolism and references to real-life war experiences make ―A Perfect Day for
8

Another possible argument toward Salinger’s knowledge of ancient Jewish law is that his mother embraced
Judaism and changed her name, suggesting that she may have studied her new religion and shared her knowledge
with her son.

Bananafish‖ a true war story, and one of the two stories that bring into relief the significance of
war in Salinger‘s fiction. Additionally, ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ marks the turn in
Salinger‘s war fiction from horror and despair into depression. Seymour Glass is a casualty of
World War II – a broken and haunted soldier who can never escape the horrors of war. Not even
Salinger‘s later Glass family stories that allow the reader get to know Seymour better can change
the fact that Seymour was a man broken by war – haunted by the horrors of battle, the horrors of
the Holocaust,9 and perhaps it is because Salinger‘s readers learn how exceptional Salinger feels
Seymour is that we realize even more fully how horrible World War II and Salinger‘s
experiences really were. Not even Seymour could withstand living with what he had ―seen
more‖ of.
The next story to continue Salinger‘s post war cycle was to take the reader back to
Europe post war. In February of 1948 ―A Girl I Knew‖ was published in Good Housekeeping,
one month after ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ was published in The New Yorker. Another
story that draws on some of Salinger‘s own experiences, it features a main character who travels
to Austria to learn his father‘s business. Salinger did the same in autumn, 1937 (Alexander 46).
He learns German, as did Salinger. In the story, the main character falls in love with a Jewish
girl named Leah. After a courtship that teaches him that the girl is already betrothed, he travels
to France to learn French (as did Salinger), and loses touch with Leah. He received a letter from
a married Leah once he had returned to the United States, and reread the letter often (as
Salinger‘s characters often do). The main character in ―A Girl I Knew‖ was in Intelligence
during the war. Like Salinger, he had to communicate with locals to get information about the
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It is vital to note, additionally, that an estimated 69% of Europe’s Jewish population was killed during the
Holocaust (JewishVirtualLibrary.org). Not only does that put the horror of the war in perspective, it also lends the
reader some perspective in understanding the difference between what the Orthodox Jew knows about ancient
law today, versus what might have been more common knowledge prior to the Holocaust.

enemy. A few months after the war ends, the main character (John) goes looking for Leah, and
learns that she was killed ―burned to death in an incinerator‖ (Salinger ―A Girl I Knew‖ 5). This
story serves as Salinger‘s experience in learning what ―terrible things had been done to the
Jews…‖ Who knows if this really happened to Salinger, but the fact that he intentionally created
a story that dealt with a girl who died in a concentration camp lends credence to our earlier
theory about what Seymour had actually seen and the impact the concentration camps and
Holocaust had on Salinger.
This story falls still into the post-war phase that we found in ―A Perfect Day for
Bananafish‖ and other stories, and we a different side of post-war trauma in a fringe war story
published in 1949 called ―Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut.‖ In that story, the war is hardly
mentioned and none of the main characters has actually been to war, but the main character‘s
continued grief and dissatisfaction with life after the death of her soldier boyfriend was killed in
the war continues Salinger‘s war themes, and takes them to an interesting place. Mary Jane and
Eloise are the main characters in the story, and they meet one afternoon at Eloise‘s house to
catch up and chat. They both get drunk, and start talking about old times, their college days, and
the conversation eventually turns to Eloise‘s old boyfriend, a boy named ―Walt.‖ The war crops
up once in the beginning of the story, in a conversation about a woman who has returned from
Europe. Mary Jane tells Eloise:
Her husband was stationed in Germany or something, and she was with him.
They had a forty-seven room house, she said, just with one other couple, and
about ten servants. Her own horse, and the groom they had, used to be Hitler‘s
own private riding master or something. Oh, and she started to tell me how she

almost got raped by a colored soldier. Right on the main floor of Lord & Taylors
she started to tell me…. (―Uncle Wiggily‖ 23)
There is post-war trauma here for sure, but there is also the disgust we saw in ―A Young Girl in
1941 With No Waist At All‖ and so many other stories. Obviously, the way that Hitler is
included in this passage is a reference to the war, but the fact that the woman in question was
living in such luxury in Germany just after the war speaks more to Salinger‘s attitude of disgust
toward the war – something that is found in the fringe stories more than it is in the war-centered
stories. Also, Eloise‘s ex-boyfriend, Walt, dies in a stupid accident, rather than on the
battlefield, also bringing to light the theme of the uselessness of war that we find in ―A Girl I
Knew‖ and ―A Girl in 1941 With No Waist At All.‖ Eloise explains the circumstances of Walt‘s
death to Mary Jane:
―Oh,‖ said Eloise, ―his regiment was resting someplace. It was between battles or
something, this friend of his said that wrote me. Walt and some other boy were
putting this little Japanese stove in a package. Some colonel wanted to send it
home. Or they were taking it out of the package to rewrap it – I don‘t know
exactly. Anyway, it was all full of gasoline and junk and it exploded in their
faces. The other boy just lost an eye.‖ (―Uncle Wiggily‖ 33)
The fact that Walt dies so unnecessarily underscores the fact that so many people died
unnecessarily in the war, it brings out the absurdity of war, and also brings out the tragedy and
horror of war. One other important thing to note about ―Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut‖ is
Eloise‘s retelling to Mary Jane Walt‘s idea about advancing in the Army:
―You know what he said once? He said he was advancing in the Army, but in a
different direction from everybody else. He said that when he‘d get his first

promotion, instead of getting stripes he‘d have his sleeves taken away from him.
He said that when he‘d get to be a general, he‘d be stark naked. All he‘d be
wearing would be a little infantry button in his navel.‖ (―Uncle Wiggily‖ 30)
Walt‘s analogy carries the theme of despair a little into ―Uncle Wiggily,‖ in that even though it is
a joke, he can see that the longer he stays in the Army (and also in the war), the more he will
become vulnerable – naked, literally in his analogy, but figuratively in reality.
These two stories, ―A Girl I Knew,‖ and ―Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut‖ bring Salinger‘s
war ―story‖ back around to the despair and dissatisfaction we see in ―Once A Week Won‘t Kill
You.‖ Salinger‘s phases of war stop with post-war trauma, but a story ends the war fiction that
touches on each stage of the war represented in the war fiction, and to return the characters in the
war fiction full circle, back to normalcy. That story is ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor.‖

Post-War Complacency—Post WWII
―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor,‖ is a story that is regarded almost universally as
one of the best stories by Salinger or any other author in the post-war time period. Published in
The New Yorker in April of 1950, it tells the tale of Sergeant X, a soldier in the first part of the
story who shares an interesting conversation with a young girl named Esmé and her younger
brother, Charles. The story opens with a first person narrator informing the reader that he
received an invitation for an English wedding that will take place April 18th. He expresses a
desire to go to the wedding, but tells the reader that his mother-in-law (Mother Grencher) is
coming to visit, so he can‘t. He says that he has ―jotted down a few revealing notes on the bride
as I knew her almost six years ago‖ (―For Esmé‖ 87).
The narrator then tells us that in April of 1944 he was stationed in Devon, England. 10 We
learn that he is American, that he was an enlisted man, and that he was part of a ―rather
specialized pre-Invasion training course‖ (―For Esmé‖ 88). His unit trained for three weeks, and
then they were scheduled to be a part the ―D Day Landings.‖ On this last night before the
deployment, the narrator had already packed his bags, so he gets on his outdoor things and walks
into town. Once in town, he stops at a church where schoolchildren are having choir practice. He
notices one child in particular, who has a clearer and nicer voice than the other children. Later,
in tea house, the soldier has a chance to talk to the young girl and her younger brother, resulting
in a pleasant exchange for the soldier, but offering the suggestion of pre-war anticipation as the
young girl tells the narrator that she hopes he returns with his faculties intact. (―For Esmé‖
103). The narration then shifts to a third person narrator and the setting of the story shifts to
Gaufurt, Bavaria ―several weeks after V-E Day.‖ Staff Sergeant X, possibly recovering from a
nervous breakdown, suffers shell shock. He is unable to sleep; he is chain-smoking; his gums
10

As stated in the biographical section, Salinger was stationed in England, likely Devon, prior to the D-Day Invasion.

are bleeding; and, he is generally in ill health. His friend Clay, whom he refers to as ―Corporal
Z‖ talks to him about his girlfriend Loretta, and tries to get X to come to some parties in town. X
declines and stays in his room alone. He finds a pile of mail that he had not yet opened, and
opens a letter from Esmé.
In the letter, Esmé apologizes for her delay in writing, and asks him to ―reply as soon as
possible.‖ She sends her father‘s wristwatch in the package, and at the end of the letter Charles
has added, ―HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO
HELLO HELLO LOVE AND KISSES CHARLES (―For Esme 113‖). X finally starts to feel
sleepy, and the reader is left with the feeling that he might come out of this after all.
A fair amount of criticism has been devoted to this story by many reputable critics such
as Eberhard Alsen, Warren French, and others. For the purposes of this study, the story will be
given the same treatment given to ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖ This will enable readers to
understand how other critics have interpreted it and to show how the story is not about the
redemptive power of love as so many critics have suggested as it is the possibility of a return to
normalcy after the horrors of war. Most importantly, the textual analysis following the
exploration of other critical approaches will show that ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor‖
marks a definitive end to what is certainly a sub-genre of Salinger fiction, and that the message a
reader can glean from the story is that after anticipation, after despair, after horror, and after
depression, one can find normalcy again. Whether that normalcy or stability is romantic or
desirable is not the main point. Nonetheless, at the end of ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor‖
we are left with a hero who is very much alive, which is more than we can say for Seymour.
Sergeant X and the Redemptive Power of Love

In his critical article, ―Everybody‘s Favorite,‖ Alfred Kazan discusses the theory that
Sergeant X is actually ―saved‖ by Esme:
For myself, I must confess that the spiritual transformation that so many people
associate with the very sight of the word ‗love‘ on the printed page does not move
me as it should. In what has been considered Salinger‘s best story, ‗For Esmé –
With Love and Squalor,‘ Sergeant X in the American Army of Occupation in
Germany, is saved from a hopeless breakdown by the beautiful magnanimity and
remembrance of an aristocratic young English girl. We are prepared for this
climax or visitation by an earlier scene in which the sergeant comes upon a book
by Goebbels in which a Nazi woman had written, ‗Dear God, life is hell,‘ Under
this, persuaded at last of his common suffering even with a Nazi, X writes down,
from The Brothers Karamzov: ‗Fathers and teachers, I ponder, ‗What is hell?‘ I
maintain that it is the suffering of being unable to love.‘ But the love that Father
Zossima in Dostoevsky‘s novel speaks for is surely love for the world, for God‘s
creation itself, for all that precedes us and supports us, that will outlast us and that
alone helps us to explain ourselves to ourselves. (Kazin 25)
Kazin is saying that X‘ realizes that love for the world alone can redeem us out of misery. Many
critics have taken a more simplistic approach, giving Esmé or Charles the credit for ―saving‖ X,
but most critics argue that it is love that saves Sergeant X.
Dan Wakefield, in his piece ―The Search for Love,‖ says that ―having seen his suffering –
human suffering – as the inability to love, Sergeant X is shortly afterward, unexpectedly, saved
by love‖ (Wakefield, 85). Arthur Heiserman and James Miller, in ―Some Crazy Cliff,‖ also
assert that love is the saving grace for Sergeant X. Heiserman and Miller describe the story:

The hero of ‗For Esmé‘ is an American soldier who, driven too near psychosis by
five campaigns of World War II and a moronic jeepmate, is saved in an act of
childish love by two remarkable English children. Just as surely as war and
neurosis are both manifestations of the lack of love, the soldier discovers peace
and happiness are manifestations of love‘s presence. This Love must be spelled
with a capital; for it is not the alienated, romantic love of the courtly romances…
(Heiserman and Miller 199)
In his article ―The Wise Child and The New Yorker School of Fiction,‖ Maxwell Geismar
questions this assertion, saying that the story ―concerns a beautiful, dignified, precocious upperclass English maiden of thirteen who saves an American Soldier from a nervous breakdown.
There is no doubt of Esmé‘s grace and charm (or of her social standing), but only whether, in this
case, an adolescent‘s romantic affection can replace the need for mental therapy‖ (Geismar 93)
Geismar calls into question the idea that Esmé‘s affection for Sergeant X can ―save‖ him,
something that other scholars were quick to explore as well.
Anti –Esmé
John Antico, in his 1966 article ―The Parody of J.D. Salinger: Esmé and the Fat Lady
Exposed, makes it very clear that his reading of the story differs greatly from Wakefield,
Heiserman, and Miller‘s. He states that Sergeant X‘s humor is what saves him from his
breakdown, not Esme:
…Critics are often quite effusive over the power of love in the story….Such an
interpretation, however, makes the story the ‗popular little tear-jerker‘ that Leslie
Fiedler calls it, but my contention is that this is not what Salinger intended. A
careful examination of this story will demonstrate that ‗For Esmé‘ is a parody of

the typical sentimental war story in which the Love of the Girl Back Home boosts
the Morale of the Intrepid War Hero and Saves Him from Battle Fatigue. Instead
of Esmé‘s love, it is Sergeant X‘s sense of humor that ‗saves‘ him; instead of an
innocent, graceful, and magnanimous Esmé, we actually have a precocious snob
and a cold, affected and aristocratic brat – in a word, a phony. Instead of
celebrating the power of love, Salinger is satirizing what so often passes as love in
bad fiction. (Antico 326)
Perhaps Antico‘s interpretation is a bit harsh, 11 but the idea of that Sergeant X, in essence,
―saves‖ himself is one worth exploring after just a bit more critical overview.
Squalor
In his essay ―Sergeant X, Esmé, and the Meaning of Words,‖ John Wenke says that ―‘For
Esmé‘ depicts extreme human misery, the suffering of being unable to love…‖ (Wenke 114).
Wenke has many important things to say that will be touched upon later, but this is a good
springboard for a compelling comment from Frederick Gwynn and Joseph Blotner‘s section on
―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor‖ titled ―One Hand Clapping‖ that brings the context of
squalor into the context of war, and state some things about the story that deserve to be
incorporated into a further textual analysis. Gwynn and Blotner remark on the reference to
Joseph Goebbels:
To make any kind of contact with Joseph Goebbels is to be overwhelmed by the
very type of psychotic hatred for everything weaker or more human than itself.
His diaries show him to be ‗the unflagging motive force behind the vicious anti11

In “Salinger was Playing Our Song,” by John Romano, he refutes Antico’s claim and says that Esmé “all
touchingly, is a phony herself, phony as only a 13-year-old girl overly proud of her vocabulary can be” (Romano).
Additionally, Robert M. Browne published an article in 1967 called “Rebuttal: In Defense of Esmé,” where he
asserts that “Esmé’s love of truth is simply part of her admirable integrity,” and he agrees with Sergeant X that he
“absolutely” does not find Esmé cold (Browne 585).

Semitism of the Nazi regime,‘ as Hugh Gibson says, whose ‗aim was the
extermination of all Jews;‘ an ex-Catholic, he planned to ‗deal with the churches
after the war and reduce them to impotence.‘ It was this man, the holder of a
bona fide doctorate, who in 1933 personally selected and had burned thousands of
printed pages in which man had communicated with man. Less known that the
genocide and the book-burning is Goebbel‘s hatred for humanity itself. In 1925
he wrote in his diary, ‗I have learned to despise the human being from the bottom
of my soul. He makes me sick to my stomach.‘ A year later he concluded that
‗The human being is a canaille.‘ (Gwynn and Blotner 6)
Gwynn and Blotner go on to classify the events in the story – characterizing some as ―squalor‖
and others as the forces of love that fight ―squalor.‖ The squalid aspects of the story are
(according the Gwynn and Blotner): the narrator‘s relationship with his wife and mother-in-law,
the ―dullness of pre-Invasion training, the war itself, and the post-war things like Clay and
Loretta, and his brother‘s request for souveniers. The forces that fight this squalor are the
unexpected invitation to Esmé‘s wedding, meeting Esmé, X‘s written response to the female
Nazi – thus serving to ―equate himself wither simply as human beings against the total war they
have suffered in…‖, and X receiving the wrist watch from Esmé.
No doubt there is a reckoning–a certain peace gained by the end of ―For Esmé – With
Love and Squalor.‖ Gwynn and Blotner‘s analysis of the story can, in some ways, support the
idea that ―For Esmé‖ ends an era of J.D. Salinger‘s fiction, even if they themselves did not see it
that way. The idea that the narrator‘s wife and mother represent squalor, and that the war does as
well, is not counter-intuitive to the claim this analysis has been working toward. All of life
contains squalor, misery, joy, and love. The fact that Sergeant X begins the story from his home,

far away from war (physically), and sarcastically (yet in an accepting manner) bowing to his
wife‘s wishes shows a return to normalcy after the horrors endured in the war itself. Sergeant X
may have been pulled out of a dark depression by the kindness of a young girl, but to say he is
totally redeemed by the power of love undercuts the importance of war in the text, and ignores
several important textual clues. Eberhard Alsen addresses this in bringing Salinger‘s war
experience into conversation with this story, as well as with ―A Perfect Day for Bananafish.‖
Alsen draws the conclusion that since Salinger had certain experiences in the war, and because
some of those experiences were referenced in ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor,‖ Sergeant X
must have experienced them as well. He makes the calculated leap that if Sergeant X
experienced them, it is possible that Seymour Glass did as well. To be clear, the tracking of the
pattern of the war fiction and drawing conclusions about the appearance of war in Salinger‘s
fiction does not necessarily mean that because Salinger experienced something his character did
as well. That claim, though reasonable, is not being made in this study. It is important to
recognize that it has been discussed critically, but this study, again, is more focused on the
impact of war on Salinger‘s characters, and how his own experience informed the details of his
war fiction. This study does not jump into biographical fallacy in assuming that Seymour and
Sergeant X experienced the same things that Salinger experienced, it merely suggests that
Salinger‘s own experiences informed the subject matter and tone of his war stories.
In a close textual analysis of For Esmé – With Love and Squalor, one must not overlook
the symbolism of one particular item in the text – and that is Esmé‘s father‘s watch. Some
scholarships has talked about the watch as a symbol of Esmé‘s love for and trust in Sergeant X.
Others have talked about how it could represent Esmé‘s feeling for Sergeant X as a father figure,
since the watch belonged to her father and she loved and misses him very much (―For Esme‖

97). The watch is also an important symbol in the context of ―For Esmé – With Love and
Squalor‖ as a war story. When the reader first reads about the watch, it is worn by Esmé and the
narrator is touched, yet bothered by its presence. The narrator in ―For Esmé‖ describes the
watch:
She placed her fingers flat on the table edge, like someone at a séance, then,
almost instantly, closed her hands – her nails were bitten down to the qui\ck. She
was wearing a wristwatch, a military-looking one that looked rather like a
navigator‘s chronograph. Its face was much too large for her slender wrist. (―For
Esmé‖ 93)
The presence of the watch signifies the connection to a father who has been killed in a time of
war, likely in the Allied invasion of North Africa, an operation carried out in November of 1942.
War historian Leo Meyer describes the incident:
Before dawn on 8 November 1942, American soldiers waded through the surf of
North African beaches in three widely separated areas to begin the largest
amphibious operations that had ever been attempted in the history of warfare.
These troops were the vanguard for a series of operations that eventually involved
more than a million of their compatriots in action in the Mediterranean area. One
campaign led to another. Before the surrender in May 1945 put an end to
hostilities in Europe, American units in the Mediterranean area had fought in
North Africa, Sicily, Italy, Sardinia, Corsica, and southern France. (Meyer)
We know that Esmé speaks French, and that her father gave her the watch prior to the
―evacuation,‖ which would have likely happened before November 1942, so it is possible that
Esmé and Charles lived with their parents in French-Speaking Tunisia prior to the military action

in Northern Africa. Esmé‘s father was likely a member of the British Navy, and died in the
campaign.
If these things are true, Esmé‘s father died sometime in late 1942 or early 1943, and the
story ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor‖ takes place in April of 1944. Esmé has already been
deeply affected by the war, which will continue to rage on, and the young soldier talking to the
war-haunted Esmé in the tea shop will become ―a young man who had not come through the war
with all his faculties intact‖ (―For Esmé‖ 104). The watch is a symbol of the war itself, a
―memento‖ that Esmé keeps of her father, and because of the violence and tragedy associated
with it, something that troubles the narrator in the tea house. He says ―I remember wanting to do
something about that enormous-faced wristwatch she was wearing – perhaps suggest that she try
wearing it around her waist (―For Esmé‖ 94). Even though the text does not explain the North
African campaign or the implications of Esmé‘s father‘s military watch, it is surely a symbol of
the war – an ―enormous‖ symbol of loss. It is a timekeeper of Sergeant X‘s destiny, and a
symbol of the hardships he will endure, and it vexes him that it sits on a young woman‘s wrist,
keeping time for a war that is not nearly over.
When the watch appears in the story again, it is broken. Esmé sends it to Sergeant X in a
package dated June 7, 1944. Since the narrative dealing with Sergent X starts ―several weeks
after V-E Day‖ (― For Esmé‖ 103), the reader knows, especially from Esmé‘s postscript, that the
watch arrives after she intends it to. Esmé‘s letter reads:
I am taking the liberty of enclosing my wristwatch which you may keep in your
possession for the duration of the conflict. I did not observe whether you were
wearing one during our brief association, but this one is extremely water-proof
and shock-proof as well as having many other virtues among which one can tell at

what velocity one is walking if one wishes. I am quite certain that you will use it
to greater advantage in these difficult days than I ever can and that you will accept
it as a lucky talisman. (― For Esmé‖ 113)
Perhaps Esmé feels that if her father had kept his watch, he may have survived the North African
campaign. Whether or not that is the case, the fact that the watch is able to tell someone the
velocity at which they are walking, and that Esmé touts it as ―shock-proof,‖ makes one wonder if
X had received it prior to the time that he did, if he had kept his faculties more intact. Likely not,
since the watch itself represents a war that has broken him, and in turn broken the watch itself.
When it arrives, it is broken. ―its crystal had been broken in transit‖ (―For Esmé‖ 114).
Furthermore, X is afraid to find out if the watch still works. The still, broken-faced watch is a
mirror of X himself. He has come through the war, but he does not want to revisit it. By not
winding the watch and reflecting on the war, he is able to sleep and able, at last, to put the war to
rest. The watch signifies the end of the war for Sergeant X, but also for Salinger, as ―For Esmé –
With Love and Squalor‖ is Salinger‘s final war-centered story.
The structure of ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor‖ follows the pattern of Salinger‘s
war fiction, providing a neat wrap-up of the war fiction as it contains all the components of all
the previous war fiction. It starts with a narrator living a normal life, unable to go to a wedding
in London because his ―breathtakingly level-headed wife‖ reminds him that his mother-in-law is
coming to visit. The narrator takes the reader back to a time when he was getting ready to go to
war, stationed in England, anticipating the danger that lies ahead. He has a lovely and uplifting
conversation with a young girl, delighting in the little girl and her younger brother‘s ways and
their mere presence.

The narrator then takes us into a bleak, post-war waste land. He is shell-shocked,
despondent, and struggling with the horrors of what he has seen. He is totally destabilized. The
detached narrative description shows the reader his condition in this passage:
He took a cigarette from a pack on the table and lit it with fingers that bumped
gently and incessantly against one another. He sat back a trifle in his chair and
smoked without any sense of taste. He had been chain-smoking for weeks. His
gums bled at the slightest pressure of the tip of his tongue, and he seldom stopped
experimenting; it was a little game he played, sometimes by the hour. He sat for
a moment smoking and experimenting. Then, abruptly, familiarly, and, as usual,
with no warning, he thought he felt his mind dislodge itself and teeter, like
insecure luggage on an overhead rack. ( ―For Esmé‖ 104)
The state Sergeant X finds himself in sums up the impact of the war in Salinger‘s war fiction. A
dislodged mind that teeters, fingers that bump together, Sergeant X is a man who has gone
through everything that Petit, the infantryman, the young soldier and Burke from ―Soft-Boiled
Sergeant,‖ the pride, shame, discomfort, and ennui of Babe Gladwaller. He finds the superiority
and despair of Vincent Caulfield in his interaction with Corporal Z and his experience with the
cat. He, like Babe, probably had to go home and tell old girlfriends of former soldiers about the
soldier‘s death. He experiences the pressures of family and the realization that the people at
home have no idea what is going on at the front, like the nephew in ―Once a Week Won‘t Kill
You‖ when his mother-in-law wants cashmere yarn, and when his brother wants souvenirs from
the war. He has likely lain in a dead German‘s foxhole with a torn fingernail. He returned home
to a wife and mother-in-law who did not understand how much of himself he had lost in the war,
like Seymour. He likely experienced the fear of not knowing if Esmé had made it through the

war, similar to the events in ―A Girl I Knew.‖ Upon his return home, he may have known
women like Eloise, who lost good men in the war and never recovered. ―For Esmé – With Love
and Squalor‖ takes every component of Salinger‘s war fiction and reiterates it one last time, with
a conclusion as close as Salinger could come to in regards to how one is left after a war. With all
his F-A-C-U-L-T-I-E-S intact, but missing a piece of himself he will never get back. While ―For
Esmé – With Love and Squalor‖ gives us the kind of ending we would have hoped for Seymour
Glass in that Sergeant X lives and Seymour does not, it does not paint the prettiest picture of
what normalcy truly entails. It is full of Mother Grenchers and ―breathtakingly level-headed‖
wives and main characters who, though they have achieved normalcy, have lost something in a
war that changed everything.

Conclusion
Reading Salinger‘s war fiction, it is easy to see the different phases of war in each story.
War is not, as Purcell argues, merely a catalyst to the characters‘ emotional journeys or
personality changes, but almost a living, breathing character itself, changing through its impact
in the text from complacency to pre-war anticipation and the fear, apprehension, and disgust it
entails, to horror , into post-war trauma, shock, and more of that disgust, and through a poignant
reliving of each stage in ―For Esmé With Love and Squalor,‖ back to complacency. Salinger‘s
cycle of war returns to the beginning. Reading these stories makes it clear that writing about
World War II was important to Salinger. In a 1945 letter to the editor Esquire that accompanied
his submission of ―This Sandwich Has No Mayonnaise,‖ he gives a candid description of
himself and his situation:
I am twenty-six and in my fourth year in the Army. I‘ve been overseas seventeen
months so far. Landed on Utah Beach on D-Day with the Fourth Division and
was with the 12th Infantry of the Fourth until the end of the war here. The Air
Corps background for ―This Sandwich Has No Mayonnaise‖ comes naturally
because I used to be in the Air Corps. Have also been in the Signal Corps. Am
also a graduate of Valley Forge Military Academy. After the war I plan to enlist
in a good, established chorus line. This is the life. I‘ve been writing short stories
since I was fifteen. I have trouble writing simply and naturally. My mind is
stocked with some black neckties, and though I‘m throwing them out as fast as I
find them, there will always be a few left over. I am a dash man and not a miler,
and it is probable that I will never write a novel. So far the novels of this war
have had too much of the strength, maturity and craftsmanship critics are looking

for, and too little of the glorious imperfections which teeter and fall off the best
minds. The men who have been in this war deserve some sort of trembling
melody rendered without embarrassment or regret. I‘ll watch for that book.
(Salinger Esquire 1945)
In his carefully crafted cycle of war stories, he managed to provide that ―trembling melody‖ he
was hoping to find in other war fiction. Because of the knowledge and the personal horror he
could apply contextually to his war stories, he created real, honest, war fiction that for him,
ended with a beautiful story, ―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor,‖ one that is widely considered
his best short story, and indeed one of the best short stories ever written. With it, Salinger ended
a cycle of war that is rewarding and enlightening to study.
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Appendix A: Diagram of Cycle
•"The Hang of It" (pub 1941)
•"Personal Notes of an
Infantryman" (pub 1942)
•"For Esme -With Love and
Squalor" (pub 1950)

•"The Stranger" pub 1945
•"A Perfect Day for
Bananafish" (pub 1948)
•"A Girl I Knew (pub 1948)
•"A Young Girl in 1941 With
No Waist at All" (pub 1948)
•"Uncle Wiggily in
Connecticut" (pub 1948)

•"Soft Boiled Sergant" (pub
1944)
•"Last Day of the Last
Furlough" (pub 1944)
•"Once a Week Won't Kill You"
(pub 1944)

Complacency

Anticipation

Post War

Horror

•"The Magic Foxhole" (unpub)
•"A Boy in France" (pub 1944)
•"This Sandwich Has No
Mayonnaise" (pub 1945)

Appendix B: Table of Stories with Estimated Composition and Publication Dates
Story Name

Composition Date

Publication Date

―The Hang of It‖ (Collier’s)

1940 or 1941

12 July 1941

―Personal Notes of an Infantryman‖ (Collier’s)

1941 or 1942

12 December 1942

―Soft Boiled Sergeant‖ (Saturday Evening Post)

January 1943

15 April 1944

―Last Day of the Last Furlough‖ (Saturday Evening

April 1944

15 July 1944

―Once a Week Won‘t Kill You‖ (Story)

January 1944

November 1944

―The Magic Foxhole‖ (unpublished)

April 1944

N/A

―A Boy in France‖ (Saturday Evening Post)

December 1944

31 March 1945

―This Sandwich Has No Mayonnaise‖ (Esquire)

Early 1945

October 1945

―The Stranger‖ (Collier’s)

April 1945

1 December 1945

―A Young Girl in 1941 With No Waist At All‖

1946

25 May 1947

―A Perfect Day for Bananafish‖ (The New Yorker)

Late 1946

31 January 1948

―A Girl Knew‖ (Good Housekeeping)

Late 1945

February 1948

―Uncle Wiggily in Connecticut‖ (The New Yorker)

February 1948

20 March 1948

―For Esmé – With Love and Squalor‖ (The New

October 1949

8 April 1950

Post)

(Mademoiselle)

Yorker)

Composition dates were established using the three Salinger biographies and some sources about
The New Yorker. Also, reprinted letters included in said biographies proved helpful.

